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Abstract

Study of Ultrafast Hot-Electron Dynamics in Silicon
using Time-resolved Photoemission

by

Seongtae Jeong

Doctor ofPhilosophy in Physics

UniversityofCalifornia, Berkeley

Professor Jeffrey Bokor, Co-chair

Professor Daniel S. Chemla, Co-chair

A direct time domain study of hot electron dynamics on the Si(100)2x1 surface

isperformed using time-resolved two photon photoemission based on a pulsed

Ti:sapphire laser system. Experimental issues such as the third harmonic generation and

space charge broadening are carefully evaluated. Experimental results on various clean

silicon samples are presented. Themethod to determine the position of the band edge

statesusing multiphoton photoemission spectrum is discussed. The natureof the observed

statesis investigated byvarying doping concentration, surface domain structure and

sample temperature.

The electron populationnear the surfaceand the shape of the electron energy

distribution are found to change on a veryfast time scale. A nonthermal distribution is

observednear T = 0.0 psec and its subsequent thermalization toward a Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution is observed. As a quantitative measure of the electron energy

distribution, the electron temperature is extracted. The electron temperature changes on a



time scale of 0.4 psecand it also depends on the pump beam fluence. A theoretical model

incorporating two-photon absorptionis set-up to extract carrier transport parameters.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

The study ofcarrier transport properties ofsemiconductors and their

heterostructures isan important area ofresearch since they are the key parameters in

understanding the performance ofmicroelectronic devices. Because silicon has been the

material of choice for large-scale integrated electronic devices for the past three decades,

the transport properties of silicon have been studied by various methods. When theearner

energy distribution is not far from equilibrium with the lattice, the carrier energy

distribution can bereasonably represented by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution and the

carrier transport can bedescribed bya setof coupled linear differential equations

containing macroscopic material parameters such as mobility and diffusion coefficient

(drift-diffusion equations). Formost of theconventional electronic devices, thedrift-

diftusion equation approachis valid and experimental studies oftransport parameters

have been performed through dctransport measurements such as I-V characteristics ofa

device.

When the carrier energy distribution is displaced far from equilibrium due to a

strong temporal or spatial transient of theelectric field or due to theultrafast generation

ofcarriers with ultrafast pulsed laser illumination, the situation changes significantly. The

electron energy distribution is characterized byelectron temperatures much higher than

that of the lattice and sometimes it cannot be described by a Maxwell-Boltzmann

distribution. Under these conditions, there is a new class ofphysical phenomena

associated with high-temperature electrons or nonthermalized electrons, which is referred



to as "hot electron phenomena" [1]. These hot electron phenomena should be takeninto

account for a properunderstanding of modemelectronic devices [2]. For example, as the

channel length of the metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET) is

scaled to an ever-smaller dimension and its operating speed becomes faster, the electric

field inside the channel becomeshigherand its spatialor temporalgradient becomes more

severe and complicated. Electrons inthechannel do nothave enough time to lose their

energy to the lattice when the channel length is comparable to the electron-phonon mean

firee path. The carrier energy distribution inside thechannel might notbe in equilibrium

with the lattice at room temperature. Well-known examples of hot electron phenomena

arethe threshold voltage shift and hot electron induced interface states [3]. When the

carrier energy distribution inside thechannel ofa MOSFET is hotor nonthermal, thehigh

kinetic energy electrons cansurmount the Si-Si02 interface barrier and canbe injected

into the oxide. These electrons canbe trappedinside the oxide, creating an oxidedamage

or theycanbe collected as part of thegate current. Some of the energetic electrons can

induce damages in the Si-SiOa interface bycreating silicon dangling bonds after breaking

some of the weak Si-H bonds at the interface. This is particularly severe around the drain

region of a device where the electric field is greatest. The consequence of these

phenomena arethe change inthe threshold voltage of the device and an increased

interface scattering that leads to a lower mobility. They are important device reliability

and performance issues. Toincorporate hot electron phenomena properly into a device

simulation, a microscopic understanding of energy relaxation of thecarriers and the

carrierenergy distribution inside the device is essential.



Another area for which hotelectron dynamics research can help to provide

vital pieces of information is the study of ultrafast surface chemistry occurring on

semiconductor surfaces. Thedesorption of molecular species dueto the presence of hot

carriers was experimentally demonstrated on metals by several groups [4], [5]. Also a

theoretical framework basedon the model called "Desorption/nducedA^tiple

Electronic Transitions (DIMET)" has been developed. In this model, a hot electron

energy distributionis established insidethe solid by an intense ultrafast laser pulse.

Through the energytransfer from hot electronsto a foreign atom on the solid surface, the

foreign atom undergoes multiple electronic transitions, converting the electronic energy

into an atomicvibration. When the vibrational energyis greater than the dissociation

energy ofthe adsorbate, the foreign atom is desorbed from the solid surface. Trappe et

a/.[6] showed that hot-electron induced desorptionis also possible on semiconductor

surfaces. They used time-of-flight mass spectroscopyand optical postionization technique

to detect neutral atoms desorbed from a GaAs surface after excitation with 17 pS^ec, 266

nmlaser pulses. The maximum substrate temperaturewas estimated to be 1000K, well

below the meltingthreshold ofGaAs. The desorption yield showed a nonlinear

dependence on the laser fluence, which is expected for a DIMET process. Tien [7] et al.

presented experimentalevidence that hot electron induced desorption plays an important

role in the stiction reduction ofmicroelectromechanical systems irradiated with ultrashort

laser pulses. Because hot electron induced desorption involves multiple electronic

transitionswhose probability depends nonlinearly on the number ofhigh kineticenergy

carriers, the knowledge of the carrier energydistribution and its evolutioninside the



material on anultrashort time scale plays a key role inunderstanding the microscopic

mechanismofthe desorption process.

Thenecessity of studjdng the evolution of the carrier energy distribution calls

for a.direct time domain study of the carrier energy distribution andcarrier energy

relaxation process, while conventional dctransport measurements usually probe the

moments of the carrier energy distribution inside the solid. Because mostof the earner

energy relaxation processes, for example, electron-phonon scattering, occur ona

subpicosecond time scale, conventional electronic measurements do not have enough

bandwidthto track down these fast events in real time. Fortunately, the advent of

ultrafast lasers has allowed various ultrafast processes incondensed matter systems to be

studied on time scales as short as a few femtoseconds. Most of the ultrafast phenomena

studies arebased onthe technique referred to as"pump-and-probe spectroscopy." Inthis

technique, a relatively intense pulsed laser beam (pump) irradiates the sample under

investigation and another laser pulse probes thechanges induced by thepump beam. It

can beconsidered as anoptical sampling technique to detect very fast phenomena using a

slow detector. Various experimental schemes based on the pump-and-probe technique

have been applied to the studies ofthecarrier dynamics inIII-V semiconductors such as

GaAs and their heterostructures [8]. In contrast, the direct time domain study of the

ultrafast carrier dynamics insilicon has been far less active than that of III-V compound

semiconductors. This isbecause silicon is an indirect bandgap material. In an indirect

bandgap material such as silicon, the fundamental optical transition involves phonon for

crystal momentum conservation. The momentum conserving phonon makes it hard to



interpret experimental results ofconventional ultrafast optical pump-and-probe

techniques such as transient reflectivity and transient transmission.

Time-resolved multiphoton photoemission spectroscopy has a potential to

become a particularly effective tool inovercoming thedifficulty related to the

momentum-conserving phonons. Using photoemission spectroscopy, onecanprobe the

electronic energy distribution inside the sample more directly thanany othertechnique;

Therefore, there is little ambiguity in identifying the energy position of the initial states.

Furthermore, the angle-resolved detection capability ofphotoemission spectroscopy can

be used to probe different parts of the Brillouin zone [9].The photoemission is also

surface-sensitive because ofthe short inelastic meanfi-ee path ofelectrons at low kinetic

energy [10] (~ 5 nmat 5 eV) andbecause of the shortabsorption depth of the UV light

[11] (5 nmat 4.66 eV). Thesurface sensitivity of photoemission spectroscopy canbe a

valuable tool for studying physics or carrier d3mamics nearthe surface where the presence

of the bandgap states plays an important role [12]. However, the surface sensitivity can

presentexperimental difficulties whenthe probing ofbulkproperties is desired. Because

the photoemission spectrum is affected by surface preparation methods and surface

cleanliness on an atomic scale, careful effort is needed for sample preparation and the

experiment has to be carried out in an ultrahigh vacuum environment.

Despite these difficulties, there are quite a few studies ofultrafast carrier

dynamics in silicon using multiphoton photoemission spectroscopy with various pulsed

laser systems. Experiments that measured the photoelectric current as a functionof the

laser intensity showed that the electronic temperatures can be well above the lattice



temperature for nanosecond pulse excitations [13]. Leung and van Driel [14] used

harmonics ofa 25 nsec 1.06 micron laser beam to show that the thermionic emission

process dominates at longer wavelength (1.06, 0.53 micron) illumination and the

multiphoton photoemission dominates at shorter wavelength (0.35 , 0.267 micron)

illumination. In their study, Richardson-Dushman equation for thermionic emission was

applied to extract the electron temperature, and it was shown that the electron

temperature is several hundred degrees higher than the lattice temperature even with

nanosecond laser pulse illumination. Long etal. [15] studied the photoemitted electronic

energy distribution from a clean Si(l 11) surface with laser beams of2.33 eV or4.66 eV

photon energy with temporal durations oftens ofnanoseconds. The study ona

Si(l11)2x1 surface performed by Halas et a/.[16] showed that thedynamic surface

charging plays animportant role inthe carrier dynamics near the surface. A

comprehensive study on various silicon surfaces by Rowe eta/. [17] showed that the

electron energy relaxation inside the surface band occurs ona time scale shorter than 3

psec, which was their laser pulsewidth-limited temporal resolution. The study performed

by Goldman etal. with a 4 eV probe and a 2 eV pump beam showed that the electron

temperature inside the conduction band changes from 1500 Kto 800 K in less than 60

fsec after an optical excitation [18].

A briefmention has to be made about alternative optical methods to study

ultrafast carrier dynamics in silicon. Since early 1980's, the transient reflectivity techmque

has been used to study melting and recrystallization of silicon crystal lattice after an

intense femtosecond laser pulse excitation. Shank [19] showed that above the melting



threshold of the crystalline silicon, melting can be quite well explained by a thermalmodel

in whichthe energyof the electron-hole plasma is transferred to the lattice, causing

melting ofthe surface layer. Also the surface second harmonic generation has been

successful to probe the surface electron dynamics on silicon surfaces [20], [21]. Because

the second harmonic generationtechnique probes the changein the transitionprobability

due to the change in the electronicdistribution function, it gives useful insights into the

ultrafast carrier dynamics on the surface. In their time-resolved second harmonic study on

a Si(ll 1)7x7 surface, Mauerer eta/ [21] showed that the electrons excited into the

metallic surface band relaxon a timescaleof 1 psec.

It is noteworthy that multiphoton photoemissionspectroscopy has also been

successfully applied to a variety ofmetals [22] and as well as semiconductors such as

Ge[23], GaAs [24], InP [9]. The image potential states closeto the metalsurface have

been successfully studied [25] and the lifetime of the excitation near the Fermi level ofa

metal has beenmeasured and compared with the Fermi liquid theory [26].

In this thesis, the ultrafast carrier dynamics on a siliconsurface are studied on a

subpicosecond time scale using time-resolved two photon photoemission spectroscopy. In

chapter 2, a detailed description of the experimental set-up is given; lasers, optics,

vacuumchamber, electron spectrometerand timing electronics. Workingprinciples and

operational procedures ofeach ofthe majorexperimental components are presented.

Chapter3 dealswith experimental concerns which are common to time-resolved

photoemission spectroscopy using a visible pump andan ultraviolet probe. Presented is

the design of the harmonic generator forgenerating harmonic beams of the input laser



beamthrough a nonlinear process with high efficiency whileminimizing the pulse

broadening. The spacecharge broadening of the energy spectrum of the photoemitted

electrons is reviewed and a criteriafor assessing its significance on the experimental data

is presented firom a simple electrostatic argument. In chapter 4, the actual experimental

data are presented. Thetechnique to identify the band edgestatesis discussed. Thetime-

resolved spectra jnepresented and the nature of the states observed in the experiments is

identified. Various processes involving linear optical absorption, nonlinear optical

absorption, surface recombination and a coupling between the surface state and thebulk

states are shown to coexist on an ultrafast time scale. It is shown how the carrier

distribution evolves from the initial nonthermal distribution to a thermal distribution. The

fluence dependence of the electron energy distribution is discussed. A theoretical attempt

is made to extractuseful dynamical parameters suchas the electron energy relaxation

time.



Chapter 2. Experimental Set-up

In this chapter, theexperimental set-up is reviewed. The experimental set-up

consists of the laser system, optics, vacuum chamber and data acquisition electronics. The

working principles of thelaser system arebriefly reviewed and theoptics layout for

transporting the beam to the sample ina vacuum chamber is described in detail. The

maintenance and operational procedures aredescribed forthevacuum chamber and its

accessory equipment such as the electron spectrometer. Thedescription of the timing

electronics is followed bythe preparation method of the sample for an actual experiment.

2.1 Lasers and optics system.

Thelaser system used inthe experiment is a commercial Ti:sapphire

regenerative amplifier system based on chirped-pulse amplification (CPA-1000 fi-om

Clark MXR, Inc.) [27], [28]. The schematic of the lasersystem is shown in Fig2.1 ._The

Ti:sapphire oscillator (Clark-MXR ,NJA-4) is pumped by an argonion laser(Spectra-

Physics Beamlok 2060) witha pumping power of 4.5 W. The self-modelocked

oscillator[29] output consistsof trains of sub-100 fsec optical pulses at of 800 nm.

Successive pulsesare 10 nsec apart from one another. The average output of the

oscillator is 300 mWin a modelocked operation, which corresponds to a pulse energy of

3 nJ per pulse. The oscillator pulses are fed into the pulsestretcher(Clark-MXR, PS-

1000). Throughthe stretcher, eachofthe individual pulses is given a lineartemporal chirp

andit is stretched to a pulse longer than 100psecby a combination of a grating and
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reflectors. The temporal stretching by a linear chirp constitutes thecore technique ofthe

chirped pulse ampliflcation. It isessential to avoid any pulse distortion due to the intensity

dependent nonlinear refractive index of the lasing medium inthe amplifier or optical

damage due to the high peakpowerof an optical pulse. After passing throughthe

stretcher, optical pulses are injected into the regenerative amplifier. The regenerative

amplifier is pumpedby a frequency doubled Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (Clark-MXR,

ORC-1000) operating with 8 W average power at 532 nm. Insidethe regenerative

amplifier, one out of every 100,000 pulses is picked up by the Pockelscell (Clark-MXR,

TRA-1000). The stretchedpulse picked up by the Pockels cellgainsenergyinside the

amplifier through approximately 20 round trips. Whenthe energy ofthe amplified pulse

reaches its maximum, the highvoltage applied at the Pockelscell is switchedoff and the

amplified pulse is ejected out ofthe amplifier. At this point, the amplified pulse energyis

more than 1 mJ and the pulsewidth is longer than 100 psec. The amplified pulses are

spaced 1 msec apart fi*om each other. All the timings such as the firing ofthe Q-switched

Nd:YAG laserand switching of the Pockels cell are derived from the pulse train of the

oscillatorthrough a separate timing electronics module(Clark-MXR, DT-505). The

stretched amplified pulse is compressed to a femtosecond pulse through a separate

compressor (Clark-MXR, PC-1000). The compressorhas overallefficiency ofgreater

than 60 %. At the exit of the compressor, the final laser pulse has pulse energy greater

than 0.5 mJ and the Full Width HalfMaximum (FWHM) pulsewidth of 150 fsec can be

achieved with a reasonable effort. The FWHM bandwidth ofthe pulse is typically 10 nm.

The pulsewidth and spectral characteristics of the pulse are monitoredusing a home-built

11



Frequency-Resolved-Optical-Gating (FROG) [30] instrument in combination witha

noncoilinear second harmonic generation autocorrelator [31]. Theretroreflector inside

the compressor is translated to achieve the optimum pulsewidth and pulse shape.

The laser beam is transported to the experimental station using various optical

components. The schematic of the optics layout ispresented in Fig 2.2. It isbased ona

pump-and-probe scheme. Atelescope comprised oftwo convex lenses isused to reduce

the beam size by approximately three times to avoid the beam clipping by any ofthe

downstream optics and to achieve reasonable conversion efficiency inthe harmonic

generator. Apart ofthe optical beam scattered offthe telescope lenses isdetected by a

fast photodiode (HP 5082-4220) biased to generate a fast negative pulse to be used as a

trigger pulse inthe data acquisition electronics which isdiscussed insubsection 2.3. A

50/50 beam splitter (BSl) splits the optical pulse into two pulses ofequal energy. One

pulse referred to as "pump beam" travels through the stepper motor-driven optical delay

line with 1micron step resolution and eventually it isdelivered to the sample inside a

vacuum chamber. The polarization ofthe pump beam can be varied by rotating the half

waveplate (WP3) and its intensity can be varied by using a halfwaveplate (WP2) and a

thin-film polarizer (POL) combination asshown in Fig 2.2. The second pulse is used to

generate the third harmonic pulse (266 nm) through the harmonic generator. The

generation ofthe third harmonic beam is explained in more detail in the section 3.1. The

266 nm pulse iscalled a"probe beam." The energy ofthe probe beam is less than 1

HJ and itcan be varied by rotating the polarization ofthe seed pulse using a half

waveplate (WPl) before the third harmonic generator. The overall third harmonic

conversion efficiency is less than 1%. However, the third harmonic intensity is more than

12
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enough for theexperiments under discussion and noattempt ismade to achieve the

highest conversion efficiency possible. The probe pulse (266 nm) and pump pulse (800

nm) are aligned to travel coUinearly toward the sample inside the vacuum chamber using a

dichroic mirror (DM).

The synchronization between the pump pulse and the probe pulse isachieved

by tniving the two beams inside a —838204 (880) crystal. It iscut 72 degrees for

type I phase matching between the two beams togenerate a 200 nm beam, as shown in

Fig. 2-3. When the pump beam and the probe beam travel through a 1/4 inch thick quartz

window of thevacuum chamber, thegroup velocity dispersion of thewindow at 800nm

and 266 nmintroduces an additional time delay of approximately 2 psec between the

pump beam and the probe beam. It can be compensated by giving an additional time delay

to the pump beam. The time delay due to the group velocity dispersion isdetermined by

putting a vacuum window ofthe same kind with the same thickness infi'ont ofthe mixmg

crystal (NX). After two beams passing through the nonlinear crystal (NX), thethree

beams (800 nm, 266 nm, and 200 nm) are spatially separated by a quartz prism followed

by a dichroic mirror. The probe beam pulsewidth can beestimated by measuring the

fourth harmonic beam intensity as a function of thedelay between thepump beam and

probe beam (cross-correlation).

The stepper motor controller (CC. 1.2, Newport) that adjusts the optical delay

for the pump beam is controlled through a serial port ofa computer. The software which

controls the stepper motor controller is integrated with the data acquisition software

(EG&G, Maestro for Windows), and the data acquisition process is completely

automated. The automation ofthedata acquisition and control of the delay stage isan

14
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integral element ofthe data acquisition system. It enables fast data acquisition, which is

important for achieving higher signal to noise ratio.

2.2 Vacuum chamber

The vacuum chamber schematic is shown in Fig 2-4. It's a stainless steel

chamberand the inner wall of the chamberis linedwith sheets of the mu metal shield to

shield out stray magnetic field and earth's magnetic field. The chamber consists oftwo

compartments: the upper compartment and the lower compartment. The upper

compartment houses a Low-Energy-Electron-Diffraction (LEED) spectrometer, a time-

of-flight electron energy spectrometer, a quadrupole mass spectrometer, an argon ion

sputter gun and the sample manipulator. The lower compartment houses a titanium

sublimation pump and an ion pump. The two compartments can be isolated by closing a

gatevalve between them. A metallic isolation valve connects the upper compartment to a

turbomolecular pump backed by a mechanical pump. When exposure to an atmospheric

pressure is necessary for service orreplacement ofthe sample, the lower compartment is

isolated by closing the gate valve and it ismaintained in an ultrahigh vacuum condition

with the ion pump. The upper compartment is filled with flowing dry nitrogen to minimize

water adsorption on the chamber wall. It helps to reduce the pump-down time. When the

chamber is ready for the pump-down, the pressure ofthe upper compartment is reduced

by aturbomolecular pump to apressure range ofhigh 10"^ Torr. After reaching the

pressure range ofhigh 10"^ Torr, the chamber is isolated from the turbomolecular pump

by closing the metallic valve and the gate valve is opened to pump down the upper

compartment using the ion pump. Before moving to the next step ofpumping down,
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helium leak check usinga mass spectrometeris performed alongwith an electrical

connection check. To obtain the ultrahigh vacuum condition which is necessary to

conduct experiments, the chamber is baked for 1-2 days at elevated temperature of 170

°C. Resistive heat tapes are laid over theupper partof thechamber and a great care is

taken to achieve the uniform coverage of the chamber for uniform heating. The lower

part of the chamber has metal strip heaters onthe side. During a bake-out, thewhole

chamber with the heat tapes iswrapped with sheets ofaluminum foil to confine the heat.

The temperature ofvarious parts ofthe chamber is monitored through the thermocouples

attached to the outer wall of the chamber. It is important that the peaktemperature is

reached over anextended time period longer than 8 hours and thecooling is achieved

longer than 8 hours by adjusting a Variac transformer. Gradual heat-up and cool down is

necessary to avoid leaks due to nonuniform expansion or contraction of the chamber

material. Because the silver brazing on the vacuum window, ceramic parts inside the

chamber and multichannel plates inside the electron spectrometer should be baked below

200 °C, it is also important that the highest temperature isnotto exceed 200 ®C. During

the cooling of the chamber, the filaments in the electron beam_heater andLEED gunare

degassed at an elevated temperature. After the completion of a bake-out, the pressure

inside thechamber reaches low 10"^® Torr. The main component of the residual gasis

hydrogen. To reduce the pressure further, the titanium sublimation pump isused with its

wall cooled by liquid nitrogen. After a flash ofsublimation pump for 1 minute at 45 A

current, thepressure reading onthe ion gauge reaches below 5x10 Torr and stays at

that pressure for an extended period of time.
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2.3 Electron spectrometer

The energy ofthe photoemitted electrons ismeasured using the time-of-flight

technique. The flight tube ismade out ofoxygen-free high conductivity copper tubing.

The length ofthe tube is25 cm and itsdiameter is2.54 cm. The outer wall of the flight

tube is surrounded bya mu metal shield. Theinside of thetubeis coated with graphite

(Aquadag) to prevent inhomogeneity inthework function inthe inner wall of the flight

tube. Theflight tube is electrically grounded to the chamber wall. The entrance of the

tube is covered witha thin copper mesh with 90% transmission. Placing the entrance of

theflight tubeas close to the sample as possible is crucial in overcoming the static

charging effect which arises from the static charge on the insulating materials inside the

vacuum chamber. In the current experiment, the distance between the sample and the tube

entrance is 2.5 cm.

At the end of the flight tube is situated the electron detector [32]. The

schematic of the electron detector is shown in Fig. 2-5. It consistsofa pair of

multichannel plates of diameter 2.54 cm. A multichannel plate(Varian) is a dopedglass

composed of parallel microchannels [33]. The resistance of an individual multichannel

plateis approximately 300MQ acting as part of the voltage divider. A highvoltage of 2

kV is apphed across the multichannel plates and resistors in series. The DC current

flowing through the voltagedivider is monitored with a current meter as a way of

ensuring the properbias on the multichannel plates. Theexitaperture of the flight tubeis

also covered with a high transmission coppermesh. The electrons passing throughthe

coppermesh are accelerated to approximately 120 eV bythe biasbetween the fUght tube
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and the first multichannel plate. The electron hitting the channel wall ofthe first plate

generates, secondary electrons through the microchannel and those secondary electrons

are fiirther multiplied while they travel and hit the channel. Further amplification is

achieved through the second multichannel plate. The overall gain ofthe pair ofthe

multichannel plates is approximately 10^. The electrons hitting the last metal plate induce

a transient current inthe metal plate which iscapacitively coupled to the anode. The

capacitive coupling is required because the output end ofthe electron multiplier isheld at

high voltage. The shape ofthe conical anode is designed in such a way that its impedance

is50 n to minimize spurious reflections. The signal is fiirther multiplied through a high

speed pre-amplifier (Miteq, AU-4A-0150) by a factor of 1000. These pulses carry the

timing information about the arrival of the electrons at the detector and these timing

pulses are processed through the timing electronics.

The schematic of thetiming electronics is shown inFig.2-6. The electrical

pulses after the preamplifier are negative-going pulses with 20nsec FWHM. Their

amplitudes vary from 60 mV to 500 mV dueto the stochastic nature of electron

multiplication through the electron multiplier. A 24mcable provides anelectronic time

delay of 130 nsec so that thestart pulse and stop pulses for theTime-to-Amplitude

Converter have anappropriate temporal spacing. The electrical pulses arefed into the

constant fi'action discriminator (Tennelec, TC454) which converts incoming pulses

greater than a certain level into ECL pulses. These ECL pulses go through a routing logic

circuit which routes the ECL pulses into dififerent Time-to-Amplitude Converters

according to the order ofarrival ofthe pulses. Each channel of the routing logic is

connected to the"stop" input ofthe time-to-amplitude converter (TAC, EG&G, 566)
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whose start pulse is provided by thefast photodiode mentioned in 2.1. Theoutput voltage

of eachTAC is proportional to the timing between the "start" pulse and the "stop" pulse.

The calibration ofthe TAC is achieved by generating "start" and "stop" pulsesat a

prescribed time intervaland measuring the output voltage ofeach TAC with a

multichannel analyzer. The parallel output of the sixteen TACs is multiplexed througha

sample-and-hold module. The heightofthe pulse is read by a multichannel analyzer plug-

in board (EG&G, 916A) insidea personal computer. The pc plug-in board is controlled

by a vendor-provided software (EG&G, Maestro for Windows).

The electron spectrometer system can record time-of-flights of sixteen

electronsper laser shot but the numberofelectronsper laser shot is usuallylimited by the

considerationof space charge effect, which is discussed in section 3.2. The time-of-flight

method is a multichannel detection scheme which is suitable for a low-repetition rate

pulsed laser system. In the time-of-flight scheme, the spacing between the laser pulses

shouldbe longer than the sum ofthe flight time ofelectrons, electronicdelayofthe

timing electronics and the conversiontime of the analog-to-digital converter in the

multichannel analyzer. The conversiontime, or dead time, is generallylonger than 25

microseconds, which puts the maximum repetition rate of the whole system lower than 20

kHz. The advantageof the time-of-flight scheme is the suppression ofthe background

electronsor dark counts through a time-gating. It is worth mentioning that there are other

schemesto detect the energy ofphotoemitted electrons. Electrostatic analyzers such as

the cylindrical mirror analyzer and hemispherical analyzer are used mostlyfor a single

channel detection scheme where a certain energywindowis defined and the numberof
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electrons within that energy window is counted for a certain amount oftime. The single

channel detection scheme is suitable for a high-repetition rate laser systemin whichtime-

of-flight method cannot be applied and the electroncount per laser shot is low.

The time-of-flight ofan electron, which is the timethat it takes for an electron

to traverse the distance between the sample and the electron detector, is calculated by

referencing the arrival time of an electron to thatof the so-called photon peak. Partof the

266 nmbeam is scattered offthe sample surface dueto the microroughness of the sample

surface and it is registered intheelectron multiplier because themultichannel plate is also

sensitive to ultraviolet radiation. Because the time-of-flight for the photon through 27.5

cm distance isapproximately 1nsec which isnegligible compared to that ofelectron with

1 eV kinetic energy, the arrival time of the photon peakcanbe considered as the time at

which the electrons leave the sample. Fig. 2-7 shows an electron time-of-flight spectrum

which shows a photon peak due to 266 nm and a smooth electron spectrum.

To convert the time offlight counts (dN/dt) into an electron energy spectrum

(dN/dE) the following formula is used.

dE~ dTdE

Because =̂"(I) where Lis the flight tube length and the Tis the flight time,

^ =ifZ
dE~2KE

dN dN T
Hence, = — •—.

dE dT IE
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This method results in large noise and unnecessarily fine energy spacingat low kinetic

energy (long flight time). To circumvent these difficulties, an averaging is performed

over neighboring bins in flight time. An alternative approach to convert the dN/dT data to

an energyspectrumis to subdivide the energyregion ofinterest into intervals ofequal

magnitude and to count the numberofelectronsfor each energyintervalfrom the time-

of-flight spectruna. Thesetwo methods result in essentially the sameresult.

Fig. 2-8 shows the magnified view of the photon peak. Thefull-width at half

maximum of the photon peakis less than 1 nsec. It canbe takenas the overall time

resolution ofthe detector including the multichannel plate, the preamplifier, the

discriminator, and electronics thereafter. It is worth mentioningthat the height of the

photon peakcanserve as a reasonable in situ measure of the pulse energy of the probe

beam. Becausethe scattering ofa 266 nm photon is due to the sample roughness on a

microscopic scale, it is found that the photon peakheight depends on the sample

preparation, cleaning procedure, and the experimental geometry. Hence, the photon peak

height cannot serve as an absolute measure of the intensity of the 266 nmprobe beam but

it can be a convenient relative measure withinthe same run ofexperiment as long as the

geometry among the sample, incoming light and the detector is not changed. One caution

is that when the scattering of 266 nm photons is too strong, the photon peak height

cannot serve as the relativemeasure of the third harmonic intensity. When the probability

of scattering of photons into theflight tube isbigger than one per laser shot, there isa

greater chance of having two photons arriving at the detector simultaneously. Even with

two photons arriving at the same time, the electron detector registers only one peak and it
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is treated as one count. Therefore, an appropriate caution should be exercised when the

photon peak height is used as a measureofthe third harmonic intensity.

2.4 Sample preparation.

For the experiments described in this thesis, three different Si(lOO) samples are

used to satisfy certain experimental requirements. The table 2-1 shows the doping density,

resistivity and crystal face of the three samples. Foreach ofthesamples, theresistivity,

dopant and the miscut are specified from thewafer manufacturer. From thegiven

resistivity, thedoping density is calculated by using mobility values given inreference

[11].

Sample # Crystal miscut dopant doping density resistivity

Face (degree) (cm"') (Qcm)

Sample 1 100 < ± 0.5 B(p-type) 10" 15-30

Sample 2 100 9 P(n-type) 1.2x10" 350

Sample 3 100 < ± 0.5 Sb(n-type) > 2x10" 0 - 0.02

Table 2-1. Sample specifications

Samples are cleaned inacetone and methanol for approximately ten minutes in

order to remove particle contaminants and grease. Before introduction into the chamber,

thenative oxide on the surface of the sample is removed bydipping into a buffered HF

solution. After an HF dip, the surface ofthe sample is terminated with hydrogen, which is
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evidenced bythede-wetting of the surface. The hydrogen termination of the silicon

surface is known to be stable for approximately two hours in the air [34]. The sample is

mounted on the XYZ sample manipulator immediately after HF cleaning and deionized

water rinsing. As a nextstep, the manipulator is installed in the vacuum chamber for the

pump-down. After the baking cycle is completed, the sample can produce a weak LEED

pattern. But more frequently, the sample surfaceis not cleanenoughto produce a well-

ordered LEED pattern. It is suspected that the oxygen ions produced by hot filaments

such as ion gauge filaments inside the chamber oxidize the sample surface [35]. Prior to

the sample cleaning, the electron beam heater filament and its housing are thoroughly

degassed by a successive heating to 600 ®C and they are cooled down overnight. The

temperature ofthe sampleplate is monitoredthrough the thermocouples attached onto

the specimen plate which is in thermal contact with the sample. Before cleaningofthe

sample, the titanium sublimation pump is turned on for one minute with its wall cooled

with liquid nitrogen to reduce the pressure inside the chamber. The sample is cleaned by

heating to 1300 K for two minutesusing the electron beam heater. At the highest

temperature, the pressure inside the chamber usually surges to the low 10*® Torr range.

Approximately at 1100K, the sample starts glowing faint red and as the temperature

becomeshigher, the sample glow becomesbrighter. After slowly coolingthe sample to

room temperature at a rate of20 K per minute, a very sharp 2x1 LEED pattern is

observed. The LEED pattern survives a few weeks but the sharpness of the pattern

degrades with time. The LEED pattern becomes sharp again after annealing the sampleat

1000 K. The LEED pattern is monitored after each run ofthe experiment.
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Chapter 3.

Harmonic Generation and Space charge effect

This chapter is devoted to the discussion of experimental concerns regarding

the third harmonic generatorand the space chargebroadening ofthe electronenergy

spectrum. The efficient generation of third harmonic pulses without any temporal

broadening is important to achieve the bestpossible time resolution. The space charge

broadening of the electron energy spectrum limits the number of electrons that canbe

detected per laser shot and the energy resolution of the detector.

3.1 Harmonic generator

In this section, a detailed account of the third harmonic generator is given. The

third harmonic generator schematic is shown inFig3-1. It consists of two Beta-Barium

Borate { p- BaB204orBBO) crystals which areknown to have thehighest second

order susceptibility [36]. Thefirst crystal thatgenerates the second harmonic beam, is 1

mm thickand it is cut 30 degrees withrespect to the optic axis for the typeI phase

matching between the 800 nmbeam and400 nmbeam. Because the second order

nonlinear susceptibility is orders of magnitude greaterthanthat of the thirdorder,

employing two second-order processes (second harmonic generation and sum frequency

generation) ismore efficient than using only one third order process (third harmonic

generation). The second crystal that mixes the 800 nm beam and 400 nm beam, is0.3 mm
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thick and it is cut 58 degreesfor the type II phase matching between the 800 nm beam,

400 nm beam, and 266 nm beam.

Theangles of the crystals are chosen from the phase-matching conditions. The

type I phasematching condition for second harmonic generation is [37]

= «(£») (Eq.3-1)

Due to themateri^ dispersion, it's impossible to satisfy theabove condition when thetwo

beams arethesame type, i.e. when both areordinary rays or both areextraordinary rays.

However, the condition (Eq. 3-1) can beachieved by taking advantage ofthe fact that the

index of refraction of a uniaxial crystal for anextraordinary wave depends on itsdirection

ofthe propagation with respect to the optic axis ofthe crystal. The index of refraction for

anordinary ray remains the same without regard to itsdirection of propagation. The

index of refraction ofan extra-ordinary ray is given by the formula [2]

1 cos^ 0 sin^ ^ /r? -3
+ —T- (Eq. 3-2)

K K

where ^is theangle between the optic axis and the propagation direction. Eq. 3-2 can be

solved for the crystal angle cut 6.

sin^ (Eq. 3-3).

Table 3-1 lists the index of refraction of the BBO crystal for ordinary ray and

extraordinary ray at harmonics ofthe 800 nm beam. This table is compiled by employing

the Sellmeir equations for BBO crystals given below [38].
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wavelength ordinary extraordinary

800 nm 1.66055 1.54442

400 nm 1.69298 1.56789

266 nm 1.75853 1.61262

200 nm 1.89674 1.70274

Table 3-1. Indices of refraction ofBBO crystals at 800. 400. 266 and 200 nm

w^(A) =2.7359 +0.01878/(A^ -0.01822)-0.01354A^ (Eq. 3-4)

«,^(>l) =2.3753 +0.01224/(A^ -0.01667)-0.01516A^ (Eq. 3-5)

where X is the wavelengthin units ofa micrometer. Following the method outlined

above, the phase matching angle between 800 nm beam and 400 nm beam is calculated to

be 29.2°.

The phase matching condition for the sum frequency generation for and

Ojfo produce is n)i[«(®3)~w(«»i)]+G?2[''(^3)~K®2)] = In abirefnngent

crystal, it's possible to satisfy the condition by choosing cd^ to be an extraordinary wave.

In type II phase matching, either en ôr 0^2 is ordinary. In the current set-up, the 800 nm

beamis taken to be an extraordinary wave and the 400 nm beam is taken to be ordinary.

Following the same recipe as was outlined for finding the phase-matchingangle of the
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second harmoniccrystal, the type II phase matching anglefor mixing the 800 nm beam

and400 nmbeam to produce 266nmbeam is found to be 55.7°.

For these choices of phase matching angles, the wavecharacteristic, index of

refraction, group velocity and polarization of eachbeamare summarized in Table3-2.

The group velocity is calculated using the formula

V=5!^ =£fl+A^l (Eq.3-6).
« dk n\. n^dXJ

Wavelength wave index group

velocity

polarization

800 nm ordinary 1.66055 c/1.6751 P

400 nm extra 1.66051 c/1.71143 s

800 nm extra 1.57862 c/1.5918 P

400 nm ordinary 1.69298 c/1.7476 s

266 nm extra 1.65496 c/1.79133 p

Table 3-2 Indices of refraction and goup velocities of 800. 400 and 266 nm.

c : speed of light in vacuum

The essential part of the third harmonic generator set-up isa separate delay line

between the 800 nm beam and 400 nm beam. Authors of reference [39] pointed out that

thegroup velocity mismatch between thefundamental and itsharmonics inside the
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nonlinear crystal causes the resultant sumfrequency to have widerpulsewidth withlow

conversion eflSciency. The harmonic generation scheme employing a second delay line has

been used by the same authors to generate ultrashort 200 nm pulses.

To illustratethe necessity ofhaving a delay linebetween the fundamental and

the second harmonic beamfor higherefficiency and for a shorter third harmonic beam, a

numerical calculation is performed by solving traveling wave equations insidethe

nonlinear crystal given the group velocities [40]. The group velocitydispersionwithin the

pulse is assumed to be negligible and perfect phase matching is assumed in the following

analysis.

Within the first crystal, the traveling wave equations are

-^+——1^1 = (Eq- 3-7)

' d 1
+

dz Mi2 d t)
A2 = -crAiAi (Eq. 3-8)

where cr = —with d effective nonlinear coefficient in the first crystal and
w,

Uii=c/1.6751 and Uy^-d 1.71143 with c the velocity of lightin vacuum. Ai and A2

are the envelopes of the electric field for the fundamental beam and second harmonic

beam, respectively, canbe calculated fromthe angles and the nonlinear optical

coefhcient of the BBO crystal by [41]

j sin9-d22 cos^sin3^ (Eq. 3-9)
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where i5f22=l '78xlO"^^/«/Fandc/3i =012x10 [36]. With these values, a is

calculated to be 1.8 x 10"^F"*. The setofequations (Eq. 3-7 and Eq. 3-8) is solved using

finite-difference method with exp(-/^ / t^) and ^42(0,0 = 0 as boundary

conditions.

Fig 3-2 shows the numerical solution to the equations with Ei = 0.5 MV/cm

and FWHM = 0.15 psec. The length ofthe crystal is taken to be 1mm and the perfect

phase matching is assumed. Fig 3-2 (b) shows the input fundamental pulse at the entrance

ofthe crystal. Fig 3-2 (a) shows the intensity ofthe second harmonic beam (thicker line)

and that of the fundamental beam (thinner line) at the exit ofthe crystal asa function of

time. Thesecond harmonic beam intensity has been multiplied by5 for clarity. The

second harmonic beam hasa Gaussian temporal profile with its FWHM equal to 0.12

psec. It lags behind the fundamental pulse by 72 fsec. The group velocity mismatch

between the 800 nmbeam and400 nmbeam is 121 fsec/mm which is approximately twice

the time delay observed in the simulation [42]. This difference arises because the second

harmonic beam is generated inside the crystal, reducing the effective transit length for the

second harmonic beam.

The fact that the second harmonic pulse lags behind the fundamental pulse has

an important implication in the third harmonic generation. Ifthe crystal for generating the

third harmonic beam isplaced right behind the first crystal, the overlap between the 800

nm beam and 400 nm beam isnot optimized, reducing the efficiency of sum frequency

generation and possibly lengthening the resultant 266 nm beam. To illustrate this point, a
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set of coupled wave equations for three beams is numerically solved with parameters

relevant to the second crystal that is used in the generator.

The coupled wave equations are

(d \ d

( d
— +

^21 dt)

1

^22 d t)

1

dT «23 d tj

(Eq. 3-10)

4 =-0-2^43^, (Eq. 3-11)

A,=a,A,A, (Eq.3-12)

^Tlk ^Tlk ItTlk
where c, =—, cr2 = —and cTj = —with <^2 effective nonlinear

«, W2

coefficient in the second crystal. The set of coupled equations (Eq. 3-10), (Eq. 3-11), and

(Eq. 3-12) can be numerically solved with the solution of the (Eq. 3-7) and (Eq. 3-8) as

boundary conditions for Ai and A2. Temporal delays due to the delay linebetween the

fundamental pulseand the second harmonic beamis incorporated in to the calculation.

The length of the crystal is taken to be 0.3 mm.

The Fig. 3-3 shows the integratedenergyofthe third harmonic beam as a

function of the temporal separation between the fundamental beam and the second

harmonic beamat the entrance face of the crystal. It showsthat the third harmonic

intensity is optimized when the fundamental beam is delayed 70 fsec compared to the

second harmonic beam. The group velocity mismatch between thefundamental beam and

the second harmonicbeam insidethe second nonlinear crystal is 0.52 psec/mm.

Therefore, the totaldelay between the fundamental and thesecond harmonic beam

through 0.3 mm BBO crystal is 156 fsec, which is approximately twice the delay that is
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needed for the optimum thirdharmonic generation. The optimum thirdharmonic

generation is achieved whenthe maximum overlap between the 800 nm beamand 400 nm

beam is accomplished inside the crystal. Because the 800 nmbeam travels faster than the

400 iim beam inside the crystal, it is expected that the optimum overlap is achieved when

the peaks of the two pulses meet at the center of the crystal. According to Fig. 3-3, the

conversion efficiency decreases approximately bysixtimes when the two crystals are

arranged in tandem for third harmonic generation without compensating the group

velocity mismatch.

The group velocity mismatch inside thenonlinear crystal has an interesting

implication withregard to the interpretation of the crosscorrelation. The cross

correlation by nonlinear mixing ofa pump beam and probe beam isa well-known method

to establish the timing between the two pulses and to measure the pulsewidth of

harmonics of a visible laser pulse. But, when the difference between group velocities of

the pump and probe beam inside themixing crystal is appreciable to the pulsewidth of the

input beams, theapparenttiming established by nonlinear mixing canbe different from

the true timing. For example, inFig. 3-3, the integrated third harmonic intensity is peaked

75 fsec away from the true timing. This effect hasto be taken into account when

establishing the timing between the pump pulse andthe probe pulses using cross

correlation. The exact timing between theprobe beam and pump beam has to beobtained

from the experimental data itselfrather than a cross-correlation.

Another effect resulting from thegroup velocity mismatch inside the nonlinear

crystal isthat the apparent pulsewidth might be different from the true pulsewidth in the
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short pulse limit. For example, in Fig. 3-3, the FWHM ofthe total energy ofthe third

harmonic as a function ofthedelay is212 fsec. The input pulsewidth for the800 nm

beam andthe400 nmbeam are 138 fsec, and 111 fsec respectively. Without accounting

for the group velocity dispersion, the pulsewidth ofthe second harmonic beam which can

becalculated from the pulsewidth of 800 nm and the measured energy of266 nm as a

function ofdelay to be

Tsh =^t]ic - 4 =V212^ -138^ =161 fsec

while the true pulsewidth of the second harmonic beam is 111 fsec. This "apparent"

broadening of thebeam incross-correlation measurement arises from thegroup velocity

mismatch of the two beams inside the nonlinear crystal. It is more pronounced with a

shorter pulse and a longer crystal inwhich the group velocity dispersion between two

pulses is significant overthe length of thenonlinear crystal. Because there is a practical

lowerlimit to the thickness of the nonlinear crystal, the apparent broadening hasto be

taken into account to interpret the cross correlation.

3.2 Space charge effect

The space charge effect is a serious concern with photoemission studies with

laser pulses withtemporal duration of nanoseconds or less [43], [44]. The distance an

electron with kinetic energy of several eV covers for the duration of sucha short laser

pulse is much smaller thanthe transverse beam dimension. For example, an electron with

1eV kinetic energy traverses 0.6 micrometer during a free flight of 1 psec. Therefore,

when the laser pulse ejects electrons insuch a short time, the spatial distribution of
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electrons is the shape ofa thin disk. With its small thickness, the density ofelectrons

inside a thin disk-shaped electron cloud becomesso large that the electron-electron

interaction through the Coulomb force changes the kinetic energyofelectrons during

their jfree flight. For example, if two electrons having the same kinetic energy areejected

to vacuum within close proximity, oneelectron ispushed toward the sample bythe other

electron through Coulomb interaction while the otherone is pushed away from the

sample. Hence the kinetic energies of two electrons differ at theend of theflight and they

have different flight times even though they started with the same kinetic energy. Such

broadening of the electron energy spectrum is called space charge broadening andputs an

upper limit onthe number of electrons that can be collected per laser shot. Also it limits

the maximum laser fluence we can apply to the sample.

The space charge broadening occurs due to the conversion of internal potential

energy to internal kinetic energy. The magnitude of broadening of the electron energy

distribution due to the conversion of potential energy canbe estimated as follows. The

motion of electrons in the cloud canbe decomposed into the motion of the center of mass

and the relative motion with respect to the center of mass. Thevelocity of the center of

mass denoted as does not change without external force during the flight of the

electron cloud. On the otherhand, the relative motion of the electrons in the cloud canbe

described asa velocity distribution /(v). Forthesake ofdiscussion, thedistribution of

internal velocity is assumed to be Maxwellian, i.e.

3/2

exp
-Pmv

(Eq. 3-13)
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where p is related to the widthof the distribution. The internal kinetic energy is related

! tnv^ \ 3to the parameter by ( )=— where o denotes the average. The energy
\ 2 I 2fi

distribution viewedfrom laboratoryframe can be characterized by its mean kineticenergy

and the width of the distribution which is defined as the standard deviation of the energy

distribution. The averagekineticenergyand the width of the kinetic energy distribution

are

3 , '"^CM /
12P^ Pj

respectively. Eq. 3-15 shows that the width ofthe energy distribution increases as the

internal kineticenergybecomesgreater due to the conversion ofthe potentialenergy.

The magnitude ofthe space charge broadening can be estimated by computing

the potential energy of electron cloud in front of the sample. The initial electron cloud of

a thin-disk shape with radius R and surfacecharge density o* is considered. Immediately

after the electroncloud is generated in front of the sample, the total potential energy for

this system is given by

where p = 1.22 d = 1.44 nm and N is the numberofelectrons in the cloud. (See

Appendfac 2 for the derivation.). Whenthe electronsmove away from one another during
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their free flight, thepotential energy isconverted into internal kinetic energy while the

velocity of thecenter ofmass of theelectron cloud remains thesame. The additional

kinetic energy "gain" per electron scales asNd/R. It appears as increase oftheinternal

2energy ofthe same magnitude i.e. \lp-\l -^^pNd /R. For this effect to be

significant, the additional broadening has to be comparable to the energy resolution ofthe

system.

Nd/R « AE(eV). (Eq. 3-17)

In other words, when the condition N « AE(R / d) is met, the space charge

broadening is negligible. Inthe experiment under discussion in this thesis, the probe beam

size is 0.5 mm and the desired energy resolution is 50 meV. For thespace charge

broadening to benegligible, the number ofelectrons extracted per laser shot has to be

much smaller than 17000, according to the above criteria. Because the solid angle

subtended by the detector ofarea 5 cm^ with respect to the sample is 6.6 x 10 the

—3
fraction of electrons that are accepted into the detector is approximately 1.0 x 10 ,

assuming an isotropic distribution. Therefore, when the electron count rate stays below

several electrons per shot, thespace charge broadening isnegligible inthecurrent

experiment.

To verify the criteria (Eq. 3-17) for the space charge broadening, a simulation

offree flight ofelectrons is performed and the energy distribution has been monitored at

the start ofthe flight and at the end ofthe flight. The simulation consists ofsimulating the

trajectories and velocities of1024 electrons. The initial mean kinetic energy is 0.80 eV
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andthe standard deviation of the energy spread is equal to 0.413 eV. The velocity of

electrons is assigned using a random number generator. Thespatial distribution of

electrons is determined bygenerating random numbers so that the uniform distribution

within the region of a thin-disk shape is achieved. The thickness ofthe diskis mainly

determined by the lasertemporal pulsewidth, and it is takento be 0.1 micrometer which is

the distance that an electron with kinetic energyof0.8 eV travels for 0.2 psec. The radius

ofthe disk can be varied from 10 micron to higher values.

Fig. 3-4 shows the initial spatial distribution (Fig. 3-4 (a)) and energy

distribution (Fig. 3-4(b)) for a disk of 10 micrometerradius. The potential energy is 0.122

eV, the center of mass kinetic energy is 0.446 eV and the internal kinetic energy is 0.380

eV. The spatial distributionofelectrons and the energy distribution ofelectrons after 10

nanoseconds offree flight are displayed in Fig.3-5. The initial electron energydistribution

is superimposedfor comparison. The mean kinetic energy changes from 0.826 eV to

0.953 eV, which indicates that most of the potential energy has been converted into the

internal kineticenergy. The electron energydistribution is broadenedas indicated by the

changein standard deviation from 0.4125 eV to 0.5363 eV. The space charge broadening

is conspicuous at the high energy sideof the spectrum where the distribution cut-off

occurs approximately 0.5 eV higher than the initial distribution. To compare the

simulation to the simple estimategiven above, the radius ofelectron cloud has been

varied while keeping the number ofelectrons in the cloud the same. The change in the

mean kinetic energy, and the change in the standard deviation have been compared with

the simple estimate given above. The result is tabulated in the table 3-2. From the table,

the final mean kineticenergyis the sum ofthe initial kinetic energyand the potential
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energy and the energy distribution broadens inversely proportional to the radius ofthe

electron cloud. The potential energy estimated by assuming that the disk ismfimtely thin

isapproximately 50% greater than what's measured in the simulation. The factor of 1.5

difference inestimating the potential energy from a simple model can beconsidered

reasonable and the simple model can beused to assess the space charge broadening effect

with a given number of electrons and radius of theelectron cloud. This model isvalid as

long as thethickness of thedisk is much smaller than the radius, which is thecase for

photoemittedelectrons with short pulselaser illumination.

Another noteworthy result of this estimate is that the space charge broadening

is reduced as the radius ofthe electron cloud becomes smaller while the density of

electrons remains the same. This is because the total potential energy per electron in the

cloud scales linearly withN. Because the areal density of photoemitted electrons is

determined bythe fluence, assuming other parameters are fixed, the space charge

broadening canbe overcome by decreasing the beam spotsize while keeping the fluence

at the same level.
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Radius Ef Epot (eV) Epot (eV)

micron (eV) (eV) simulation estimate

10 0.953 0.536 0.122 0.180

15 0.918 0.531 0.0812 0.120

20 0.887 0.474 0.0610 0.09

25 0.875 0.463 0.0488 0.072

30 0.866 0.453 0.04065 0.060

40 0.856 0.444 0.03050 0.045

Table 3-2 : Change in the electron kinetci energy distribution as a function ofthe radius

of the electron cloud. The initial kinetic energy Ei = 0.8259 and the initial standard

deviation a. = 0.4125

Ef: final mean kinetic energy. sf: final standard deviation ofkimetic energy of electrons
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Chapter 4. Experimental Results

In this chapter, the experimental results of thetime-resolved two-photon

photoemission on silicon surfaces arediscussed. It is found that the electron energy

distribution changes ona subpicosecond time scale near the surface. Especially at time

delays near T= 0.0 psec, a nonthermal energy distribution isobserved and itssubsequent

thermalization due to the carrier-carrierscattering is discussed. The electron temperature

isextracted from the photoemission spectrum at each time delay and it is found to change

ona subpicosecond time scale. The electron temperature also depends onthe pump beam

fluence, which indicates thattwo-photon absorption should beincluded in describing the

ultrafast dynamics on silicon surfaces. Byuse ofa simple and qualitative model based on

thetwo temperature model, the carrier-phonon scattering time is determined.

4.1 Ultrafast carrier energy relaxation processes insilicon after pulsed laser excitation.

When laser pulses with subpicosecond temporal duration areincident onthe

silicon surface, carriers (electrons and holes) aregenerated by interband absorption of

photons. The absorption ofa photon occurs on a very short time scale limited only by the

Heisenberg uncertainty principle. When the carrier recombination lifetime or trapping

time is•'significantly longer than the laser pulsewidth, the density ofphoto-generated

carriers can be estimated as

(l-i?)a/
n = - —.

h(o
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R; reflectivity of the sample

J : fluence ofthe incident radiation ( JInf")

a: linear absorption coefficient ofthe sample : XO^cnf^ at 800 nm for Si

ha): pump beam photon energy : 1.55 eV for 800 nm.

Part of the energy in the incident radiation is used for overcoming the bandgap,

Eg, and the excess energy, ho-Eg, isdeposited as the kinetic energy ofthe electron-

hole pair. Because the heat capacity ofthe carriersis muchlower than that ofthe lattice,

the carrier temperature can be considerably higher than that ofthe lattice. For example,

when an 800 nm laser pulse with 100 fsec pulsewidth and 1mJ/cm^ fluence is incident on

the silicon surface, the photogenerated electron density is 2.8 x 10^^ cm'̂ , with the same

hole density. In a non-degenerate regime, the heat capacity ofthe electrons and holes is

3
approximately —Nkg by equipartitionofenergywhere N is the densityofthe free

2

carriers. Because theexcess kinetic energy per electron-hole pair is ho-Eg, the

temperature of the carriers can be estimated by

3
2 X—kji^T =ho-E.

2 .

where the factor of 2 accounts for the fact that the density of the electrons is the same as

that ofthe holes. The resultant temperature (AT) can be as high as 1670 K.

While the carrier temperature can reach as high as 1670 K with ultrafast laser

pulse irradiation, the electrons (holes) lose their kinetic energy to the lattice through

carrier-phononinteractionsand they accumulate at the bottom (top) ofthe conduction
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(valence) band. There are two phonon branches in silicon: acoustic phonon and optic

phonon. Among these, the emission ofa longitudinal optic phonon (LO phonon) isthe

main energy loss mechanism ofhigh energy carriers due to its large energy [45]. After

several picoseconds, LO phonons finally break upinto acoustic phonons, inducing a

lattice temperature rise. Because the lattice heat capacity ismuch greater than that ofthe

carriers, the lattice temperature rise isminimal. Forexample, theheat capacity of Si is

Cl = 2.07 X10® J/m^K [46], and the temperature rise for incident optical energy of1

mJ/cm^ is 0.093 K. Therefore, the lattice remains relatively cool, while the carrier energy

distribution canachieve much higher temperature for a short period withthe ultrafast

laser pulse irradiation. The relaxed electrons and holes eventually recombine. Generally,

recombination occurson a timescale longer than hundreds of nanoseconds and it canbe

neglected inthis study of carrier dynamics occurring ona subpicosecond time scale.

Although thelattice temperature rise perlaser pulse is small, the accumulated

optical pulse irradiation may raise the lattice temperature considerably if the heat

extraction is not efficient. In fact, when the pump beam is incident on the sample withan

average power of200 mW, a 10- 20 K rise in the sample temperature is observed

through the thermocouples attached ontothe sample holder plate. Because the thermal

conductivity of silicon is 142 WIK m^comparable to that of some metals, the

temperature of thefi'ont surface is expected to beequilibrated with thatof theback

surface. Therefore, the maYimiim temperature riseof the sample is approximately 20 K,

whichis negligible compared to the carrier temperature.
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4.2 Studies ofthe Si(lOO) surface electronicstructure

Due to the short penetration depth ofthe 266 nm probe beam (~ 5 nm [11])

and short electron inelastic mean free path (-10 nm) for electrons with kinetic energy on

the order of 1eV [10], the photoemission with a 266 nm beam issurface-sensitive. Most

ofthephotoemission signal arises from theregion near thesurface ofthesample within

the penetration depth oftheprobe beam. Therefore, knowledge oftheelectronic structure

ofthe Si(lOO) surface is crucial forcorrect interpretation of the experimental results. In

this section, experimental and theoretical studies ofthesurface electronic structure ofthe

Si(100) surface are reviewed.

Onan ideally terminated Si(lOO) surface as shown inFig. 4-1(a), each surface

Si atom has two dangling bonds. In general, anatomically clean semiconductor surface

undergoes a reconstruction and/or relaxation, to reduce the surface electronic energy

[47]. Through Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) studies [48], it is well-known

that a clean Si(lOO) surface undergoes a 2x1 reconstruction. As shown in Fig. 4-1(b), two

neighboring surface silicon atoms form a dimer, accounting for the 2x1 LEED pattern.

The dimerization reduces the number of dangling bonds of the surface stomsbyhalf.

However, it is not clear whether the surface dimerconfiguration is symmetric or

asymmetric. Themajority of the studies favor the asymmetric dimer model. Chadi [49]

performed an energy-minimization calculation for many possible structural models ofthe

Si(lOO) 2x1 surface andhe found that the mostfavorable configuration is that of the

asymmetric dimers. He also showedthat the asymmetric dimergives rise to a

semiconducting surface, which agrees with the ultraviolet photoemission study [50].
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Chadi*s model can also explain the occurrence ofc(4x2) and p(2x2) reconstruction

elements found intheLEED studies [51], [52], [53], [54]. However, Pandey [55] found a

considerable decrease inthe surface total energy when the missing dimer defect is

introduced. Artacho and Yndurain [56] proposed that the configuration of symmetric

dimers hasthe lowest total energy dueto an antiferromagnetic spin arrangement within

the dimers. According to real space topographic studies byscanning tunneling

microscopy, the Si(100)2x1 surface hasa high density of point defects and the dimers are

observed to be symmetric on most of the surfaces with domains of asymmetric dimers

around a point defect [57].

Fig. 4-2 shows the surface Brillouin zone (SBZ) of the Si(100)2x1 surface. In a

tight-binding description of electronic states, the two remaining dangling bonds per Si

dimer give rise to two separateelectronic states. The state with lower energyhas a

bondingcharacterwith an antinode at the midpoint of the dimer. The other state with

higher energy has an anti-bonding character with a node at the midpoint of the dimer. The

lower surface states are situated below the valence band maximum and they are usually

occupied. The occupied surfacestates have been studiedwith ultravioletphotoemission

spectroscopy[58]. The agreementbetween the theory [59] and the experimentis excellent

except a peak which cannot be explained by any ofthe surfaceband calculations. Authors

of reference [58] ascribed this peak to a defect-related state on the surface.

There are onlya few experimental studies ofthe upper surface state that is

usually empty. Furthermore, the calculated surface band structure for the upper surface

states varies considerably. An ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopicstudy on a heavily
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doped n-type Si(lOO) surface in which part ofthe upper surface state is occupied has

been reported [58]. An inversephotoemission study has been carried out on the

Si(100)2x1 surface[60]. In both studies, a surface state has been observed at theP point

ofthe surface Brillouinzone as well as the J' point. Most of the band structure

calculations predict that the minimum ofthe upper surfacestate occurs at the J' point of

the surface Brillouin zonewhile the state at the F point has higherenergy. The peak at

the r pointof the SBZhasbeenascribed to a defect related structure by the authors of

[58] and [60].

The STM topographic study on a Si(100)2x1 surface shows a large density of

missing dimerdefects. The density ofthe defect is approximately 5 % [61]. Also, on a

nominally flat surface, the density of2x1 domains is equal to that of 1x2 domains whose

dimerrow is rotated by 90 degreeswith respect to that of 2x1 domain. Two domains are

joined together by a single atomicstep ofheight a/4 ( 1.358A). There are two types of

single atomicheight steps depending on the relative direction betweenthe step and the

dimer row as depicted in Fig. 4-3. For the step denoted as Sa (Sb), the dimer row in the

upper terrace runs parallel (perpendicular) to the step edge and that of the low terrace

runs perpendicular (parallel) to the step edge. It has alsobeenfound that the steps of Sb

type have muchhigherdensity ofkinks than those oftype Sa [62]. When the terrace

widthbecomes smaller than a certain length, the Sa step and Sb mergetogether, forming

a double atomicheight step, whichcan be expressed as a "reaction", Sa + Sb = DB. In

this case, the Si(l00)2x1 surface consists of single domains of Si dimers with parallel

orientation. Authors of reference [62] showed that the relative population of 1x2domain

is below 10%ofthe total area on a Si(lOO) 2x1 surface with a miscut greater than 4
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degrees. A single-domain Si(100)2x1 surface obtained from the wafers witha miscut

angle greater than 4 degrees has an advantage for studying the surface band structure

over a double domain surface wherethe angle-resolved photoemission data mixes up

emissions from two different points in the surface Brillouin zone.

4.3 Position ofthe bulk band edge.

In photoemission spectroscopy, identifying theposition ofthebulk band edge

is crucial in interpreting the experimental results. The energy level of the initial state is

related to kinetic energy of a photoemitted electron bythe following relation (Fig. 4-4).

Ek = n Afi) - (;if - E) + = n ^ + E - (;ir - (0

where fio) is the photonenergy, n is the number of photons absorbed for

photoemission, E is theenergy inside thesample measured from theconduction band

miniTniim (CBM), X is the electron affinity, and is the contact potential that arises

from the differencein the work functions ofthe sample and the detector.

In general, identifying the energy position of the initial statesfor the

photoemitted electrons isachieved by taking a spectrum from a reference metal sample in

contact with thesample under investigation [63]. Thie Fermi level ofthesample isaligned

withthat of the reference metal, when they are brought into an electronic contact. The

Fermi level of the reference metal can be easily identified fromthe photoemission

spectrum asa sharp onset ofthe emission. However, this method cannot beemployed in

the experiments discussed in this thesis, because the probe-beam photon energy (4.65 eV)

is smaller than work functions ofmost metals [47]. The current sectiondiscusses a

method to identify theposition ofthe bulk band edge, making use ofa multiphoton
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photoemission spectrum with a 266 mn beam.

Fig. 4-5 (a) showsfive photoemitted electron spectra from a clean Si(lOO) 2x1

surface (Sample 1 : p-type)whenthe probe beamwith p-polarization is incident on the

sample. The spectra are taken with -1.66 V bias on the sample. The probe-only

photoelectronspectrumhas a sharp peak on the lower energyside and it has a sharp cut

off at 5.0 eV with an abrupt shoulderat 4.4 eV. Similar spectral features havebeen

reported by authors of [15] and [17] withthe same photonenergy. The electrons in the

probe-only spectrum are ejected by absorbing two probebeamphotons. It is verified by

studying the dependence ofthe photoelectron yield on the probe beam intensity. In Fig. 4-

5 (b), five probe-only spectrawith different probebeamintensities are normalized by the

square of the photonpeakcounts. As mentioned in section 2.3, the photon peakcount is

an excellent measure of the probebeamintensity. The five spectra overlap with one

another in the entire spectral range: Therefore, the electrons at the high energy cutoff

originate fromthe highest occupied state which is closeto the valence band maximum

(VBM) in the case of a p-type sample. The relation (1) shows that the contact potential

andthe electron affinity of the sample mustbe known in order to relatethe kinetic energy

invacuum to the energy of the initial statesinside the sample. From the measurement of

the kinetic energy of the electrons emitted fi"om the VBMinto vacuum via two photon

absorption of 4.65 eV photons, the quantity determined. WithEk = 5.0 eV

andE = -1.12 eV, 3.18 eV. Hence the conduction bandminimum is located at 1.

47 eV in Fig. 4-5.

This method of identifying the band edge states hasbeen used throughout this

thesis. Theconduction band minimum determined byEq. 1 agrees well with the onset of
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the two photon absorption ofthe pumpbeamby the carriers, whichis discussed later in

section 4.9.

While the multiphoton photoemission spectra canbe used to identify the bulk

bandedge position, the photovoltage shift in the spectrum can make it complicated to

determine the position of the bulk bandedge of semiconductors in laser photoemission

experiments. The photovoltage shift occursdue to the band flattening at the

semiconductor surface under light irradiation [64]. It manifests itselfas a finite shift

between the probe-only spectrum andthe pump-and-probe spectrum. In the current

experiment, no noticeable shift hasbeen observed between the probe-only spectrum anda

pump-and-probe spectrum. The absence of thephotovoltage shift on Si(100)2x1 is in

good agreement with the results ofreference [17] and [18].

When the sample is irradiated withthe 800nmbeam, a finite number of

electrons are generated througha multiphoton photoemission process ofthe pump beam.

But, in general, the number of electrons generated viamultiphoton photoemission of the

pump beam from a clean Si(lOO) surface is much lowerthanthat of the probebeam.

4.4 Pump-and-probe time-resolved spectrum

Thepresent section discusses the time-resolved spectra takenfrom a clean p-

type Si(100)2xl surface (sample #1). The electron yield perlaser pulse increases with the

pump beam fluence due to anincreased optical pumping of thecarriers above the

bandgap. The space chargebroadening ofthe electron energyspectrumsets an upper

limit to thepump beam fluence and probe beam fluence. Asshown in section 3.2, space
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charge broadening manifests itselfas a shift or broadening of the energy spectrum

especially towards thehigh energy tail ofthespectrum as thenumber of electrons

collected per shot isincreased. Therefore, the absence ofthe space charge broadening is

experimentally verified by taking spectra at several probe beam intensities and comparing

corresponding spectral features. The space charge broadening depends on the beam spot

sizeand on the number of electrons extracted. W^th the probe beamdiameter of 1 mm

and collection efficiency of 3 counts per laser shot, the estimated amount of the space

charge broadening is not greater than 50 meVas shown in section 3.2. In actual

experiments, the pump fluence level iskept below a few mJ/cm^ to avoid space charge

broadening while keeping a reasonable signal-to-noise level.

Fig. 4-6 (a)-(f) showsthe time-resolved spectra at six different time delays; -

1.8psec, -0.47 psec , -0.2 psec , 0.0 psec, 0.4 psec, and 3.2 psec. The bias on the

sample is -1.73 V. Both the pumpbeamand the probe beamare p-polarized. The position

ofthe conductionband minimum is determined by the method mentioned in 4.3. The

energy scale is referenced to the bulk conduction band minimum. Negative time delays

meanthe probe beamis incident on the sample earlierthan the pumpbeam. At a sufficient

negative timedelay, for example, T = -1.8 psecin Fig. 4-6, the probebeamprobes the

sample in its ground state. The photoemission spectrum at T = -1.8 psec is the sumof the

probe-only spectrum and pump-only spectrum. It can be considered as a constant

backgroundand it must be subtractedfrom the spectra taken at different time delays to

extract the "two-color" signal. The subtraction procedure puts a severe limiton the

signal-to-noise ratio in the experimental data due to long-termdrifts in the laser power or

pulsewidth. Ifthe background spectrum is takenonly at the start or at the end of the run,
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the subtraction procedure may result in a poor signal-to-noise ratio and sometimes

negative counts. Therefore, the background spectrum is taken several timesin the course

of the actualexperiment and it is averaged together to obtaina reasonable background

spectrum to be subtracted.

Fig. 4-7 shows the difference spectrawhere the background spectrumis

subtracted from the corresponding spectrum at each time delay. The energy scale is

referenced to the conductionband minimum. At T = 0.0 psec at whichthe probe beam

temporally overlapswith the pump beam, there is an appreciable yield increase especially

at kineticenergiesfrom - 0.8 eV to 0.5 eV. Particularly noteworthy is that there are

strong emissions from the states inside the bulkbandgap as observedby other researchers

[17], [18]. This is due to the surface sensitivity of the photoemission process.

Furthermore, there is another effect which makes the surface state more visible than the

bulk states [17]. From the bulk band structure of silicon as shown in Fig. 4-8 [65], there

is no state above the vacuum level that can be connected from the states at the

conduction band minimum of silicon ( X valley ) by a direct transitioninvolving a 4.66 eV

photon. In other words, if the electronsin X conduction valley are to be observedin

photoemission, the transition has to be an indirect transition involving a phonon for

crystalmomentumconservation. On the other hand, the crystal momentumconservation

condition is relaxed for the surfacestates in the direction normalto the sample. The

transitions from surface statesdo not necessarily involve phonons, which enhances the

transition probability.

In Fig. 4-9, the electronyields at selected energypositionsare displayed in a

logarithmic scale as a function ofthe time delay to show the dynamic feature more
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clearly. The energyposition is referenced to the.bulk conduction band minimum. The

background spectrum hasalready been subtracted. At 0.5 eV above the conduction band

minimum, the yield follows the laser temporal profile because the relaxation time is short

for those states due to a largephase spacefor relaxation [66]. For states around and

below the conduction band minimum, there is also a rapid risefollowing the laserprofile.

There is a rapid decrease inyield after T = 0.0 psec, and this rapid decrease is followed by

a slow decrease inyield at longer time delays. At 0.8 eVbelow the conduction band

minimum, theyield starts increasing after T = 1 psec, due to the accumulation of

electrons into these states.

A rapid decay inelectron yield followed bya slow decrease has also been

observed by authors of reference [17] on a Si(100)2x1 surface. Thefast decay was

attributedto a fast relaxation inside the upper intrinsic surfacestates by authors of

reference [17]. To interpret the observed fast decay around the conduction band

minimum, identifying the nature ofthe statesthat are observed in the time-resolved

photoemission spectra is crucial. Especially, the nature of the peakjust below the

conduction band minimum and that of the states above the conduction band minimum

have to be identified. Forthis purpose, experiments aredesigned involving varieties of Si

samples and they are discussed in the next two sections.

4.5 Spectrum from a single domain Si surface

Intheprevious section, the pump-and-probe spectra showed a pronounced

peak just below the conduction band minimum. Assuming that the electron affinity of

Si(lOO) surface is4.0 eV [17], the maximum transverse momentum that can be probed
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with a 4.66 eVphoton is estimated to be 0.36 A ' for theenergy position of theobserved

peak. It is not large enoughto reach the J' point ofthe surfaceBrillouin zone ofthe

Si(100)2xl surface where the band dispersionis greatest [59]. Therefore, the

experimentally observed peak is located near theP point ofthe surfaceBrillouin zone. It

is quitepossible that the peak that is being observed in time-resolved spectrum is the

same state observed byauthors of reference [58] at the T point of the surface Brillouin

zone of the Si(100)2x1 surface in their photoemission andinverse photoemission study.

They attributed the peak to the states associated withdefects on the Si(100)2x1 surface.

Whether the peak is an intrinsic surfacestate associatedwith 2x1

reconstruction or a state associated with a defect can be resolved by studying the

symmetry property of the state. Photoemission spectroscopy is a powerful technique for

studying the symmetry properties of surface states or adsorbate-induced states[10]. The

principle of symmetry requires that the matrix element for the transition probability in

photoemission should remain invariant underthe symmetry operations of the system

underinvestigation. For example, suppose Si dimers have beenformed in such a waythat

the dimer row is parallel to the optical table, as depicted in Fig. 4-10. The Si dimer itself

is perpendicular to the optical table. The plane which bisects the dimer becomes a mirror

symmetry plane and it is parallel to the optical table. The transition probability canbe

written as

From the symmetry principle, the matrix element hasto remain invariant under the

reflection with respect to themirror plane. Fora photoelectron to bedetected inthe
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electron detector lyingon the mirror plane, the final state has to be even under the

reflection with respect to the mirror plane. It is also wellknown that the upper intrinsic

surface state has odd symmetrywith respect to the mirror plane while the lower surface

state has evensymmetry [67]. Whenthe probebeampolarization liesin the mirrorplane,

the term ^ •e is even under the reflection. Therefore, the whole matrixelement is odd

under reflection with respect to the mirror plane. It means that the transition probability

for this process is identically zero. In otherwords, whenthe dimers are aligned in such a

way as to produce a mirror plane parallel to the optical table and the probepolarization

lies in the mirror plane, the transition probability fl'om the upper surface stateswithodd

symmetry is zero.

The presence or absence of this symmetry propertycan be used to identify the

nature ofthe peak observed in the time-resolved spectra. Unfortunately, a Si(l00)2x1

surfacehas two degeneratedirections for forming Si dimers, forcing the Si(l00)2x1

surface to be of a double-domain structurewith an equalpopulation of2x1 domain and

1x2domain. On a double-domain Si(100)2x1 surface, there is no mirror symmetry plane

because the dimer direction is perpendicular to each other in different domains.

Oneway to overcome the difficulty is to use a single-domain Si(100)2x1

sample. As explained in section 4.2, a single domain 2x1 surface canbe made fl'om a Si

waferwith a miscut greaterthan4 degrees withrespectto the (100) direction. For the

experiment, a single domain surface has been prepared fl'om a lowdoped n-type sample

with 9 degrees miscut bythe standard cleaning method discussed in2.3. After the

cleaning, the Si dimers are formed with their axis perpendicular to theoptical table. The
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fact that the sample is composed ofasingle domain is verified by the LEED patterns with

missing halfintegral spots in one direction. In the time-resolved pump-and-probe

photoemission experiment, the probe beam polarization is made to lie on the plane

parallel to the optical table which serves also as amirror plane. Even with p-polarization

ofthe probe beam, the peak below the conduction band minimum is observed in the time-

resolved spectra. Infact, the shape ofthe spectrum and its dynamics are the same as

observed in the double domain surface. It leads to the conclusion that the states just

below the conduction band minimum cannot be the intrinsic surface states that arise from

the2x1 reconstruction. It corroborates the assignment ofthe peak at the F point of SBZ

around the conduction band minimumto a surface defect state as in UPS and IPS study

ona Si(lOO) 2x1 surface performed by authors of [58] and [60].

4.6 Spectrumfrom a heavily doped n-type sample

The assignment ofthepeak below the CBM to a defect related structure onthe

Si(100)2x1 surface can be given further support byshowing that this statecan be

observed via one photon photoemission from a heavily doped n-type sample aswas done

inreference [58]. Ina heavily doped n-type type sample, thebulk Fermi level moves close

to the conduction band minimum. The surface states close to the conduction band

minimum are occupied with electrons, if there isno strong surface Fermi level pinning,

which is the casefor Si(lOO) sample as confirmed bythe absence of the photovoltage

shift. When thestate isoccupied by electrons, it can beobserved with one photon

photoemission with a 4.66 eV probe beam.
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In this section, the time-resolved two photonphotoemission experiment on a

heavily doped n type sample (sample 3) is discussed. Theresistivity of the sample

provided bythemanufacturer is less than 0.02 •cm with Sb as dopants. The doping

density estimated from the manufacturer-provided resistivity data is greaterthan

2 XlO'^c/w"^.

Fourteen spectra are taken from thesample with different intensities of the

4.66 eV beam. The photon peak count is assumed to beproportional to theintensity of

the4.66 eVbeam. Fig. 4-11(a) shows the spectrum with the highest photon peak count

(917 counts) and the spectrum with the lowest photon peak count (151 counts). The ratio

ofthephoton peak count is6.1. The bias onthe sample is -1.842 Vand the energy scale

is referenced to the conduction band minimum. At eachenergy position, the electron yield

can beplotted with thephoton peak counts and therelation ofyield vs photon peak

height can befitted with a power law. The optimum exponent at each energy position is

shown inFig. 4-11 (b). Clearly, theelectrons at high energy aregenerated from thetwo

photon absorption of theprobe beam. The yield around the conduction band minimum

shows less than quadratic dependence ontheprobe beam intensity. It shows that the

electron yield around thepeak isa mixture of one-photon photoemission and two-photon

photoemission.

To determine the relative strength ofthe one-photon photoemission process

and the two-photon photoemission process around the peak region, the electron yield at

each energy position isfitted with respect to the probe beam intensity with the following

relation
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Y=AI + BI^

Ais the one-photon photoemission coefficient and Bis the two-photon photoemission

coefficient. The best-fit values ofcoefficientsA and B at each energy position are

displayed in Fig, 4-12. The yield around the peak cannot bewell fitted with the above

expression, which is manifested by the relatively large size ofthe error bars. The reason is

because one-photon photoemission and two-photon photoemission occur at the same

time, giving rise to complications dueto the simultaneous population change.

Fig. 4-13 shows the pump and probe spectra taken fi'om theheavily doped n-

type sample at T= 0.0 psec and T ~ - 4.0psec. The spectrum at T = 0.0psec has a

contribution from optically generated carriers plus the fi'ee carriers due to thebulk doping

of 2 XlO^^c/w"^ or greater. However, thespectrum at T=-4.0 psec has thecontribution

only fi*om the bulk doping. Thetwo spectra merge approximately at 0.9 eV. The two-

color signal occurs only at energy positions of 0.9eV or below. At the energy position of

- 0.3 eVwhere the peak occurs, thetwo photon photoemission yield at T = 0.0psec is

about 13 times greaterthan that of T = - 4.0 psecspectrum. Thephotogenerated earner

density with an irradiation ofan 800 nm beam with the fluence level of1mJ/cm^ is

approximately 3x lO^^c/w"^, which iscomparable to the bulk doping level of the sample.

The fact that the spectrum at T = 0.0psec shows 13 times greater peak strength than that

of T= -4.0 pseccanbe interpreted as a strong enhancement of the optical absorption at

the defect sitecompared withthe bulk. This kind of optical enhancement is not

unreasonable at all because the atomic arrangement at the surface is different from that of

thebulk and the optical and electrical property of thesurface can besignificantly different
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from those of the bulk. Surface-state induced optical anisotropy on the Si(l00)2x1

surfrce is a well-known example [68].

4.7 Substrate temperature dependence

Thenature of the optical transition involved inthe photoemission process and

the role ofphonons in the carrierdynamics canbe studied by investigating the

photoemission spectra taken at different substratetemperatures [69]. Becausethe typical

phonon energy is less than 50 meV [70], the change in substrate temperature modifies the

equilibrium populationofthe phonon significantly. Therefore, any change in the

photoemission spectra due to the phonon manifest itselfas the substrate temperature is

changed.

In this section, time-resolved photoemission experiments are performed on a

cleansilicon sample held at two different temperatures. The temperature ofthe sample is

maintained at a constant level by flowing an appropriateamount ofDC current through

the electron-beamheater filament without applying any bias between the specimen plate

and the electron-beamheater. The sample specimen plate is heated due to the radiation

from the electron-beamheater filament. The voltage drop between the two ends ofthe

filament is measured to be 5 V with the current of 1.8 A. It gives rise to a static electric

field but it is shielded out by the sample specimen plate. By this method, the temperature

ofthe sample can be varied from 300 K to 600 K.

Time-resolved photoemission spectra are taken at 600 K and 300 K from a

sample oflight n-type (sample #2). Fig. 4-14 (a) shows the spectra at T = - 4.0 psec and

Fig.4-14(b) shows the two-color signal at T = 0.0 psec for two different substrate
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temperatures. A uniform horizontal shift of magnitude 200meV is observed between

spectra taken at two different substrate temperatures for bothtime delays. Theuniform

energy shift is due to the Fermi level shift ofthe sampleat two different temperatures.

TheFermi level of the sample at 300K is estimated to be located at 0.37 eV below the

conductionband minimum for the given dopinglevel [70]. When the sampleis heated to

600K, thermally generated intrinsic carriers dominatethe carrier statistics and the bulk

Fermi levelis placed approximately at the mid-gap region. Because the Fermilevelof the

sample is aligned with that of the sample specimen plate, the band edge is shiftedupward,

resulting in upward shiftofthe spectra at hightemperatures. The amount ofthe shift

agrees well with the estimate of the Fermi level shift at two different temperatures.

The spectra at negative time delays and T = 0.0 psec are similarin their

magnitude and spectral shape. Fig. 4-15 shows the magnitude oftwo-color signal as a

function of the time delay between.the pump and probe for the two temperatures. The

magnitude of two-color signal is defined as the total number ofelectrons at each time

delayminus the number ofbackground electrons. The magnitudeoftwo-color signalis

almost the samefor earlytime delays regardless ofthe substrate temperature, while it

shows an appreciable difference at longer time delays. The fact that the T = 0.0 psec

spectrum is independent of the substrate temperature suggests that the phonon is not

involved either in the carrier generation process or the photoemission process itself.

In Fig.» 4-15, the electronyield at 600 K is higherthan that at 300 K at time

delays longer than 0.5 psec. It canbe explained by a coupling betweenthe bulkstates and

the defect states that is beingobserved. It is wellknown that the opticalabsorption
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coefficient increases asthe substrate temperature is increased [71]. There is little doubt

that the density ofcarriers generated in the bulk atthe substrate temperature of600 Kis

approximately twice as large as that of300K. The coupling between the defect states and

the bulk states should establish a balance ofthe carrier density between those two states

at sufficiently long time delays. Therefore, the carrier density at the defect site will be

balanced at the level proportional to that ofthe bulk carrier density at sufficiently long

time delays.

4.8 Electron temperature

Intheprevious sections, it was pointed outthat the pronounced peak just

below the conduction band minimum is a defect-related state and that there is a strong

optical enhancement at thatstate. From the comparison ofthe spectra taken at two

different substrate temperatures, it wasalso shown that there exists a coupling between

these defect-related states and the bulkstates. Due to the optical enhancement at the

defect site, the carrier density generated at that siteis much higher than that of

neighboring sitesor that of the bulk. The excess carriers at the defect site transportto

neighboring sites or into the bulk of silicon. The transport of carriers appears as the fast

decay of the two-color signal after T = 0.0 psec and it continues until the carrier density

at the defect sitebecomes comparable to the bulkcarrier density, resulting in the plateau

of the carrier density at time delays longer than 0.7 psec. The plateau of the carrier

density is achieved through the carrier exchange process between the bulkandthe defect

states as shown in section 4.7.
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Alongwith a fast carrier transport out ofthe defect states into neighboring

sites, the shape ofthe electron energy distribution also changes on a very short time scale.

Fig. 4-16 displays the carrier distribution abovethe conduction band minimum for six

different time delays (- 0.2 psec, 0.0 psec, 0.2 psec, 0.4 psec, 0.6 psec, and 3.2 psec). To

quantify the change in the shape ofthe electron energy distribution, the electron energy

distribution can be fitted with the expression

f(E) = A*exp
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with A and T as fitting parameters. E is the kineticenergy ofelectrons referenced to the

conductionband minimum and the density of states is assumed to be proportional to the

square root ofthe energy.

The best fit electron temperatures are shown in each ofthe graph. The

corresponding Maxwell-Boltzmann distributionsare shown with solid lines while the

experimental data are shownas discretepoints. At T = - 0.2 psec and T = 0.0 psec delay,

the experimental data do not exactly fall on the solid lines: there are excess electrons

below 0.5 eV and fewer electrons above 0.5 eV. This is because 0.5 eV is the one photon

absorption cut-off. In other words, 0.5 eV is the maximum kinetic energy an electron can

acquirewhen an electron-holepair is generated by absorption ofa single800 nm photon.

Fig 4-16 (a) and (b) show that the electron energydistribution is not a thermalone at T =

0.0 psecor earlier. At positive timedelays, the carrier-carrier scattering starts distributing

the kinetic energy among carriers and the nontherfnal feature smoothes out. AfterT = 0.4

psec, the dots fall on the best-fit Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution except a few
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noisy points at high kinetic energies.

The fact that carrier-carrierscattering smoothes out a non-thermal distribution

by distributing kinetic energy among carriers can also be seen in a Monte-Carlo

simulation of carrier dynamics in Si [72]. However, authors of reference [18] observed

only thermal distributions inside the silicon sample, even though theirtimeresolution was

better than that of the current experiment. Onepossible reason is that theirpump photon

energy was2.0 eV. A 2.0 eV photon generates electron hole pairs with excess kinetic

energy as large as 0.9 eV. The relaxation time forhigh kinetic energy carriers is extremely

short, making it impossible to observe the one-photon absorption cut-off.

Asidefrom smoothening ofthe electronenergydistribution, the electron

temperature also changes as the time delay is increased. The electron temperatures

extracted from the fit to the experimental data are displayed as a function of the time

delay in Fig. 4-17. Thepeaktemperature reaches 1700 K at T = 0.0 psec, which is in

good agreement withthe simple estimate based on the average kinetic energy of the

photogenerated carriers. The electrontemperatures at negative time delays are

comparable to that of T = 0.0 psec. At negative time delays, the photogeneration is the

dominant process, and the average kinetic energy of anelectron is close to thevalue of

hco-Eg. Therefore, the electron temperature remains close to 1700 KatT<0.0 psec.

The electron temperature becomes stabilized at 600K at time delays laterthan 0.7 psec.

Thereason why the steady statetemperature is higher than300K is because the energy

resolution of the detectoris finite andthe data spacing of kinetic energy in the experiment

is 50 meV.
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4.9 Various pump beam intensity spectrum

The electron energy distribution and the electrontemperature can depend on

the pump fluence incident on the sample. Therelationship between pump fluence andthe

electron temperature canreveal the mechanism howthe energy of the optical beam is

transferred to the electrons. The current section discusses the time-resolved

photoemission spectra taken atfour different pump fluences : 0.44 mJ/cm^, 0.6 mJ/cm^,

0.74 mJ/cm^, and 0.86 mJ/cm^. The pump fluence isvaried by a combination ofa half

wave plate and a polarizer as described in the section 2.1. The incident fluence is

estimated from the total energyof the beam and the beam size. The beam size is

determined by measuring the optical power as the sizeof the variable aperture is changed.

The half-wave plateandpolarizer combination is calibrated by measuring the transmitted

power as the half-wave plate is rotated. Fig. 4-18 (a) shows the spectra at T = 0.0 psec

for four different pump fluences in logarithmic vertical scale. For each spectrum, the

corresponding background spectrum has already been subtracted. The horizontal energy

scaleis with respect to the conduction band minimum. At all pump fluences, the electron

spectrum reaches far beyond the one-photon absorption cut-offwhich is 0.5 eV above the

conduction band minimum.

At each energy position, the yield versus the pump fluence canbe fitted witha

powerlaw dependence. The optimum exponent at each energy position is shown in the

Fig. 4-18 (b). The error bar becomes greater at higher energy due to fewer electron

counts. Theyield depends linearly on the pump fluence at lower energies, which is

indicated bythe exponent close to 1.0. Theyield varies quadratically with the pump
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fluence above 0.5 eV, which agrees well with theone-photon absorption cut-off.

Therefore, the electrons with kinetic energy greater than 0.5 eV aregenerated with two

photon absorption ofthe pump beam. The two photon absorption feature and the hot

electron tail are clearly visible even atthe lowest fluence 0.44 mJ/cm^. The electrons with

kinetic energy between 0.0 eV and 0.5 eV are generated partly via one-photon absorption

and partly via two-photon absorption which isindicated by the exponent between 1.0 and

2.0.

Another interesting feature is a saturation below the conduction band

minimum, which is indicated by theexponent less than one. The saturation occurs exactly

where the electron energy distribution peaks. Asa matter of fact, around the energy

position ofthe peak, the data cannot beproperly fitted with a power-law dependence.

The saturation oftheoptical pumping at thepeak ofthe distribution agrees well with the

assertionthat there is a strong opticalenhancement into these states.

When two pump photons are absorbed for creating an electron hole pair, the

excess kinetic energy imparted to the pair becomes ashigh as2.0 eV per pair, compared

to 0.5 eV for one-photon absorption process. Therefore, the electron temperature can

reach appreciably higher temperature when two-photon absorption isincluded. The

electron temperature also depends onthe pump fluence ifthe two photon absorption isa

dominant process. Fig. 4-19 shows the electron temperatures extracted from the

experimental data atdifferent pump fluences as a function ofthe time delay. The peak

temperature occurs atT= 0.0 psec for all fluences and it depends on the pump fluence. It

reaches 2100 Kwith the highest pump fluence (0.86 mJ/cm^ ) while it is 1700 Kfor the
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lowest fluence (0.44 wHlcrrP'). However, the temperature at T = - 0.5 psec does not

depend on the pump fluence because the pump beam intensity at that time delay isso low

that linear absorption isdominant. Atall fluence levels, the electron temperature reaches a

plateau in less than 0.5 psec.

4.10 Theoretical Model

Even though the density of photogenerated carriers undergoes a rapid change

near the surface after T = 0.0 psec, the temporal change of the electronic temperature can

be attributed to the energy transfer from the carriers to the lattice. The decay of electron

temperature within 0.5 psec suggests that the carrier energy relaxation occurs on a time

scale comparable to the pulsewidth of the incident laser.

In this section, a simple and illustrative theoretical model is presented to

extracttransport parameters suchas electron energy relaxation time. The model should

incorporate the electron temperature dependence on the pump fluence and the fast

transport ofcarriers out ofthe defect state. The model is based on the two-temperature

model which has beenapplied to explain the optical properties of silicon irradiated with

picosecond laserpulses [73]. It consists of a set of balance equations: the continuity

equation for the carrier transport, the laserbeam attenuation, and energy balance equation

for the carriers and the lattice. The equations used in reference [73] are displayed below

for discussion.

— + V y = G+/? continuity equation
dt
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dl 2
— = -cd - pi - 0A7 laser beam attenuation
cbc

—U + V W= Su - Lu carrier energy balance
dl

ffr — _
— = Cjy •x"£(V7)- Lu latticeheat difilision
dl

N : carrier density, J: current density, G : generationrate, R: recombination rate

I; intensity of the laser, a: linear absorption coefficient, p : two photonabsorption

coefficient, 0 : free carrierabsorption cross section

U : carrier energy density, W: ambipolar energy current

Sjj : source of the total carrierenergy fromthe laserbeam

Lu : loss ofcarrier energyto the lattice

In reference [73], it was assumed the carriers reach a quasi-equilibrium among

themselves which is characterized bya single carrier temperature. This assumption is not

strictly true for the time scale that is being discussed in this thesis because a nonthermal

electron energy distribution is observed at time delays close to T = 0.0 psec. However, to

provide a starting point for thetheoretical modeling of theultrafast carrier dynamics in

silicon, it is assumed that the carrier distribution canbe described bya single quasi-

thermal electron temperature Tq . Based on this assumption, the carrier energy density

and the lossrate of the carrier energy to the lattice canbe expressed as

Uq = N{E^ +3^5?^), and
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Lu - (7^ - 7^) respectively.

Tgis the carrier energy relaxation time. Furthermore, it is assumed that the lattice

temperature change canbe neglected on the time scale of interest andit canbe takento

be 300 K. This assumption is valid as the lattice temperature rise is negligible compared

to the electrontemperature, as discussed in section 4.1 and Appendix 1. Becausethe

absorption depth ofthe 800 nm pump beamis muchgreater than the probingdepth of the

266 nmbeam, the spatial dependence of the laserintensity due to photogeneration of

carriers, the diffusion ofcarriers and the lattice heat diffusion are neglected.

Due to an optical enhancement and carriertransport to the neighboring sites or

into the bulk states, the observed electron density decreases very fast. The electron

transport is simulated by putting a term -N / Tq in the continuity equation for the carrier

density. The electrontransportsoccurswith the transportofenergy . To accountfor the

N
energy loss accompanying the carrier transport, a term (Eg +3^d7^) is added to the

^0

energy balance equation. Tq is thetime for the carrier transport and it canbe determined

from the plotof the density of the electrons above the conduction band minimum versus

the time delay.

Basedon these assumptions, the fourpartial differential equations used in

reference [73] are reduced to two ordinary differential equations.

dN _ cd+0.5fil^ N
dt hO) Tn
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^ - 7I)+ al+fil' +3kgTc).
at T'C ^0

These two ordinary differential equations are numerically solved to calculate

the carrier density and the carrier temperature asa function ofthe time delay for different

laser fluences. With an appropriate choice ofthe fitting parameters, reasonable fit with

four different curves is achieved. The calculated electron temperature is displayed for four

different fluences inFig. 4-20 with the experimental data displayed for comparison. The

fitting parameters for the solid lines inFig. 4-20 are = 0.4 psec , Tq =0.2 psec and

P=\20 cm/GW. Thevalue for p is approximately 3-5 times greater thanthevalue

expected based on the experimental dataavailable at other wavelengths [74]. The

difference might come from the uncertainty in the measurement of the laserfluence and

the simplicity of the model itself Considering the simplicity of the model, thevalue for

is in reasonable agreement withthe value of 0.27 psecobtained througha dc

transport measurement on a short channel device[75] or with the valueof0.32 psec

obtained with a Monte-Carlo simulator [75].
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Chapter 5. Conclusion

Inprevious chapters, the experimental study ofhot electron dynamics in silicon

using time-resolved two photon photoemission has been presented along with related

experimental issues such as thethird harmonic generation and space charge broadening.

The group velocity dispersion inside the nonlinear crystal between the harmonics of the

fundamental beamis the majorlimitation to the temporal resolution ofthe laser

photoemission. A harmonic generator design involving a separate delay line to minimize

thetemporal broadening of the laser pulse was discussed. The space charge broadening of

the electron energy spectrum is themajor limitation to the energy resolution of the

experiments at high pump fluences. An estimate of the average spacechargebroadening

was made using a simple electrostatic argument.

With266 nm as a probe beam, the photoemission spectrum from a clean

Si(100)2x1 surface is dominated by emissions fromthe states lying insidethe bulk

bandgap. This is due to the finite probingdepth (~ 5 nm), short electron inelastic mean

free path and bulk electronic bandstructure of silicon. The electrons in the probe-only

photoemission spectrumare generatedvia two-photon absorption of266 nm photons,

which can be verifiedexperimentally by studying the probe beam fluence dependenceof

the electron yield. The two photon photoemission spectrumcan be used to identify the

position ofbulk band edges.

With the sample excited by an intense pumpbeam(800 nm), the population of

electronsand the shape ofthe electronenergydistribution near the surface are shownto
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change on a very short time scale. A pronounced peak has been observed near the bottom

of the conduction band. The study of the symmetry properties of thispeak revealed that it

is associated with the surface defect states. From the study on a heavilydoped n-type

sample, it was showii that there is an enhanced optical transitioninto the defect state

compared to the bulkoptical transition. Alsoit was shown that the defect state exchanges

carriers with bulk states on a very short time scale.

From the studyofthe carrierdistribution at various pumpbeamfluences, it

was shown that the pump beam photons are absorbed by carriers through one-photon

absorption or two photon absorption. The two photon absorption is responsible for high

kinetic energy electrons inside the conduction band. The energy relaxation timefor these

electronsis much shorter than the temporal resolution of the current experiment which is

closeto 100fsec. The initial energy distribution of photogenerated carriersis observed to

be nonthermal with the distribution cut-off at 0.5 eV above the conduction band

minimum. It arises from the one-photon absorption cut-off. The carrier-carrier interaction

smoothes out the one-photon absorption cut-oflf, bringing the nonthermal distribution to a

thermal one. The thermalization occurs on a very short time scale comparable to the

temporal resolution of the experiment.

The more gradual change in the shapeof the electronenergy distribution can

be characterized by the change in its electron temperature, which canbe determined by

fitting the experimental data with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. For all the

experimental datapresented in this thesis, the fit was reasonably good. Thepeak electron

temperature occurs at zero time delay when the pump pulse overlaps with theprobe pulse
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and it is shown to be greater than 1700 K, depending on the pump fluence. The two

photon absorption byphotogenerated carriers makes theelectron temperature fluence-

dependent. Thephotogenerated carriers are shown to lose theirkinetic energy to the

lattice at subsequent time delays. The"relaxation" of the kinetic energy to the steady state

value occurs on a time scale of 0.5 psec.

To extract the energy relaxation time from the experimental data, a simplified

set of ordinary differential equations is developed. The model includes the two-photon

absorption and carriertransport into neighboring sites or into the bulk states. The

calculated electron temperatures for four different pump fiuences are compared with

experimental data and the best-fit parameters havereasonable values. The carrier energy

relaxation time has been extracted from the fit and it is determined to be 0.4 psec.

For the future research effort, it would be interesting to explore more ofthe

early-time dynamics. For example, «ven though the presenceofthe nonthermal

distribution at earlytime delay has been shown through this study, the thermalization time

couldn't be quantitatively determined due to the finite temporal resolution ofthe

experiment. By improving the temporal resolution ofthe system, the thermalization time

can be determined. Its pump beamfiuence dependence would be of considerable interest

in the light offundamental carrier-carrier interaction in an indirect bandgap material such

as silicon.

Anothk interesting area to be probed wouldbe the electron temperature

dependence on the backgrounddoping. The background doping providesa pool ofcold

carrierswith which the photogenerated carriersequilibrate withina finite amount oftime.

To performthis experiment, the system has to be ableto detect minute changes in the
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electronic temperature, which necessitates theimprovement of theresolution of the

electron spectrometer. It also requires establishing a better way of determining the

position ofthe bulk band edge states.
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Appendix 1: Estimate ofthe front surface temperature due to the

accumulation ofthe heat.

When the pump beam is incident on the sample with an average powerof 200

mW, a rise in the sample temperature is observed through the thermocouples attached

onto the sample specimen plate. The observed temperature increase is approximately 10-

20 K. Becuase the sample specimen is in thermal contact with the backsideofthe sample,

the observed temperature increase is that of the sampleback surface. However, due to the

high thermal coductivityofthe sample(c-Si) and the samplespecimenplate (Mo), the

tempeature of the front surface is not expected to be appreciably differentfrom that ofthe

back surface. In this section, the front surface temperature due to the accumulated laser

pulse deposition is estimated by sloving a simple heat difrusion equationfor a sample of

semi-infinite extent. Also consideredis the case ofa sampleoffinite extent and it is

shownthat the temperature ofthe back surface is almost equal to that of the front surface

due to the highthermal conductivity ofthe sample.

The temperature distribution insidea semi-infinite sampleirradiated by a pulsed

laserbeamcan be calculated from the solution of the heat difrusion equation [1].

Assuming a Gaussian spatial and temporal profile ofthe laser pulse, the solution to the

heat difrusion equation for a sample of semi-infinite extent with the boimdary condition of

no heat loss in the front surface is expressed by
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AT'/ \ f j I~R)ocKd^AT(r,z,t)= J dt*—— exp
2K <9^ ^K(t-V)-¥d^

+exp|ar+x*a^ (r - f^rfc
f \
-z + 2Ka{t -V)

•exp
AK{t -V)+d'

f

exp|-az+K*a (̂r - )Jer/fc z + 2fca(t-t')

2[«:(r-/')p 1/22[/r(r-r')]

/„ : maximum laser intensity

R : reflectivity of the sample

a : absorption coefficient of the sample

K : Thermal conductivity of the sample

K : ratio ofthermal conductivity to heat capacity per unit volume

d : pulse radius

T : FWHM pulsewidth

erfc(x) : complementary error function.

It can be transformedinto a nondimensional form by introducingfollowing variables.

With 0 = . y - ; fi = az ; g = — ; e = ad ;

idy- ^exp
0 "^y+ e T r 4y + e J

'-fl+2y^ ^p+2y
Gxp(-fi + y)erfc

2^
+ exp(fi+y)effc
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Thetemperature at z = 0 and r = 0 i.e. at the centerof the spot wherethe beam

illuminates can be estimated by putting p = 0 and g-O.

0=]dy ^exp +--^1 expiyyeffc^y)
0 ^y + e' r r'

'zi=]dy-^^&^p Iexp(y)erfc{yly)
To estimate the temperature, the following parameters areprovided for the experiment

discussed in this thesis; a = lOOOc/w"' ,A'=142W/m-K ,»* = 6.86 x 10*^,

cl =0.\cm , r = 0.1 /7sec, and Im=7.6 x 10^^ jWsec.With these values, the non-

dimensional parameters are calculated to be y = 6.86 x10"® and ^ =100. Since the value

of y is so smaller than unity, the function exp^ (y-rof^
\ y^ J

is sharply peaked around

y-yS and it canbe replaced with y8{y6). With this substitution, the whole expression

becomes

0=r exp(yff)etfcyj^).

Thetemperature at the centerof the beam spot is plotted in FigA-1. It showsthat the

temperature at the front surface drops by more thantwo orders of magnitude after0.1

msec due to the heat difRision. Therefore, it is expected that the temperature risedue to

the accumulated laser pulses does not playa majorrole in determining the steady-state

sample temperature in a semi-infinite sample geometry.
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FigA-1. Thetemperature variation withtime at the center of the beam spot on the

sample.

When a sample of finite size is considered, the temperature distribution inside

the sample can be estimated bynumerically solving theheat diffusion equation. The shape

of the sample is assumed to be a thin disk with azimuthal symmetry. Its thickness is 0.5

mmand the radius is 5 mm. The heat difi[usion equation is solved with boundary

condition ofnoheat exchange across theboundary at each surface. The initial condition is

taken in such a way thatthe instant temperaure rise of 1K occurs within 10 micron from

thefront surface (the optical absorption depth of the laser beam) and the radius of the

laser beam is takento be 2 mm. Figure A-2 shows the temperature distribution inside the

sample one second afterthe lease pulse illumination.
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Fis. A-2. Temoerature distribution in a thin-disk shaoed silicon samole.

It shows that the heat generated in a localized region spreads to the sample, rasing the

sample temperature to approximately 2.4 xlO K. It is also shown that temperature is

equlibrated throughout the sample within 10%within one second due to the high

conductivity of the crystalline silicon. Therefore, it is a good assumption that the sample

temperature reaches steady state within finite time, and at the steady state the temperture

distribution is quite uniform throughout the sample. The observed temperature increase of

20 K is due to the accumultaed laser pulse deposition. The time it takes for the sample to

reach the steady state at that temperature can be estmated by

fobserved increaseVCincrease per laser pulsel x (spacingbetween the laser pulsel.



Assuming the the temperature increase per laserpulse is 0.3 K, above formula yields 270

seconds, which is close to the observed equilibration time.

From these considerations, under the typical experimental condition as

described in this thesis, the lattice temperature increase is lessthan 20 K throughout the

sample.
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Appendix 2 : Calculation of the potential energy ofan electron

cloud of thin-disk shape

The spatial distribution ofelectrons generated in a pulsed laser photoemission

is that of a thin-disk because the lateral dimension ofthe laser beam is much greater than

thedistance that an electron covers within thepulsewidth of the laser. To estimate the

magnitude ofthespace charge broadening, the potential energy perelectron insuch a

thin-disk shaped cloud can be calculated.

It is assumed that the electrons are uniformly distributed in a thin-disk with

negligible thickness. The radius ofthe disk istaken to beR and thesurface charge density

is denoted as <j as shown in Fig. A-3..

. <Kr,e)

Fig. A-3 The potential distribution due to a uniform charge distribution ofthin disk shape.
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Thepotential energy of an arbitrary charge distribution canbe calculated as

To calculated the potential dueto the uniform charge distribution on a thin disk, the

Laplace equation has to be solved. The solution to Laplace equation with azimuthal

symmetrycan be expressed as [2]

/=o

where P,(x)is theLegendre polynomial of1th order. The coeflBcients A, and B,can be

determined bymatching the general solution to the known solution i.e. the potential on

the z axis. The potential on the z-axis can be obtained withan elementary method ;

0 0 +Z ^^0 ^ '

In this section, the solution for r < R is desired. When z < R, 5; = 0 for 1= 0,1,... for the

solutionto remainfinite. The coefficients can be determined by matchingthe general

solution on the z-axis.

=zfS) =XA,z'P, (1) =2 A,z' = -|z|)
/=0 /=0 ^^0 ' '

because P/O) = 1for 1= 0, 1,...

Because the righthand sideonlycontains the evenpower ofz except lz|, .<4; = 0 for 1=

G C
3,5,7,... and >4, = . To obtain thepotential onthe disk 9 = 7tl2\.s substituted.

2^0
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P,(0) = 1 for even1and P;(0) = 0 for odd 1. Hence, the potential on the disk can be

expressed as

^(r,nil)- -—
Z€q

Therefore the total potential energy is

E^=-id,pj^eapdp^(p,^) =——^ =N 3—=A^ -p

.where p = 1.22 and d = 1.44 nm.
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